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Abstract

Modern medicine relies on the use of antibiotics to treat infectious diseases caused by
bacteria and save millions of lives. But bacteria acquire resistances with an alarming
rate, rendering many antibiotics ineffective. As such, wise use of antibiotics to prevent
the emergence of resistance is of utmost importance.

To utilize antibiotics more efficiently environmental conditions and the general struc-
ture of biochemical pathways should also be taken in account as they can have sig-
nificant impact on susceptibility. In this work, the susceptibility of the gram-positive
bacterium Bacillus subtilis against cell envelope targeting antibiotics was analyzed. As
a member of the Firmicutes phylum and due to the strong conservation of cell wall
synthesis the findings gained here in B. subtilis provide valuable insight into the re-
sistance of dangerous pathogenes of the same phylum like Staphylococcus aureus and
Clostridium tetani.

First, the natural cell envelope stress response towards the novel antibiotic laspar-
tomycin C was investigated. Interestingly, while the very similar antibiotic friulimicin B
only induces the σM module, laspartomycin C additionally activates the Lia- and the two
Bce-like resistance modules tested here. We hypothesize that these differences arise
from small but impactful differences in the antibiotics structure that allow a multimer-
ization of UP-bound friulimicin B on the one hand and cause a higher disturbance of
the membrane by laspartomycin C on the other hand. The resistance conferred by these
modules was further examined via deletion strains. None of the modules tested here
provided any protection against either of the two antibiotics. For a potential use of these
antibiotics as clinical drugs the lack of conferred resistance is promising. However,
the induction of the natural resistance modules by laspartomycin C might indicate their
impending evolution to provide full resistance and should be kept in mind in further
studies.

Slow growth is associated with resistance against environmental stresses and an-
tibiotics. In many cases this higher resistance is caused by a slower metabolism and
therefore a slow damaging effect by the environmental stress or antibiotic. Besides the
overall metabolic rate, the metabolism of bacteria is also heavily regulated in dependence
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of growth rate. For instance, fast growing bacteria are significantly bigger in cell size
and are therefore expected to require more cell wall material. As such, the emergence of
bottlenecks was expected with the upregulation of its synthesis, which should ultimately
lead to changes in susceptibility of cell wall targeting antibiotics dependent on growth
rate.

Here, inhibitory concentrations of a diverse set of cell envelope targeting antibiotic
were determined in a range of different growth rates. Contrary to our expectations, the
resistance towards most tested cell envelope targeting antibiotics was independent of
growth rate. Only the cell envelop targeting antibiotic bacitracin showed a growth rate
depended change of the susceptibility with a 40% increase of the inhibitory concentra-
tion. Compared to ribosome-targeting antibiotics, which have been shown to increase by
up to 500% in activity in the same growth rate range, this increase in resistance seems
less substantial. This indicates a tight regulation of the cell wall synthesis machinery,
that impedes the emergence of bottlenecks despite changing demands of cell wall mate-
rial. As such, cell envelope targeting antibiotics are versatile tools in the combat against
both slow-growing and chronic, as well as fast-growing and acute infections.
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Zusammenfassung

In der modernen Medizin ist der Einsatz von Antibiotika unverzichtbar, um Infekti-
onskrankheiten zu behandeln und Menschenleben zu retten. Jedoch erwerben Bakte-
rien mit einer alarmierenden Rate Resistenzen gegen diese und drohen die bekannten
Antibiotika unwirksam zu machen. Daher ist der gezielte Einsatz von Antibiotika zur
Verhinderung der Entstehung von Resistenzen von größter Bedeutung.

Um Antibiotika effizienter einzusetzen, dürfen die Umweltbedingungen und die all-
gemeine Struktur der biochemischen Pathways nicht außer Acht gelassen werden, da
sie erhebliche Auswirkungen auf die Antibiotikaaktivität haben können. In dieser Ar-
beit wurde die Empfindlichkeit des grampositiven Bakteriums Bacillus subtilis gegen
Antibiotika, die die Zellhülle angreifen, analysiert. Als Angehöriger des Phylums Firmi-
cutes und aufgrund der starken Konservierung der Zellwandsynthese liefern die hier
gewonnenen Erkenntnisse in B. subtilis wertvolle Einblicke in die Resistenz gefährlicher
Krankheitserreger desselben Phylums wie Staphylococcus aureus und Clostridium tetani.

Zuerst wurde die natürliche Stressreaktion der Zellhülle auf das neuartige Antibioti-
kum Laspartomycin C untersucht. Während das sehr ähnliche Antibiotikum Friulimi-
cin B nur σM induziert, aktiviert Laspartomycin C zusätzlich das Lia- und beide der hier
getesteten Bce-ähnlichen Module. Diese Unterschiede sind vermutlich auf kleine, aber
wirkungsvolle Ungleichheiten in der Antibiotikastruktur zurückzuführen, die einerseits
UP-gebundenem Friulimicin B ermöglichen zu multimerisieren und andererseits eine
stärkere Störung der Membranstruktur durch Laspartomycin C bewirken. Die verliehe-
ne Resistenz dieser Module wurde mittels Deletionsstämmen weiter untersucht. Keines
der hier getesteten Module bot einen Schutz gegen eines der beiden Antibiotika.

Für eine mögliche Verwendung dieser Antibiotika als klinische Arzneimittel ist das
Ausbleiben einer Schutzwirkung durch diese Module vielversprechend. Die Induktion
der natürlichen Resistenzmodule durch Laspartomycin C könnte jedoch auf ihre weitere
Evolution in Richtung vollständiger Resistenz hinweisen, und sollte in weiteren Studien
berücksichtigt werden.

Langsames Wachstum wird häufig mit Resistenzen gegen ungünstige Umweltbedin-
gungen und Antibiotika in Verbindung gebracht. In vielen Fällen ist diese höhere Re-
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sistenz bedingt durch einen langsamen Metabolismus, wodurch der schädigende Effekt
durch ungünstige Umweltbedingungen und Antibiotika verlangsamt wird. Neben der
allgemeinen Stoffwechselrate wird der Stoffwechsel von Bakterien in Abhängigkeit von
der Wachstumsrate stark reguliert. Beispielsweise sind schnell wachsende Bakterien
signifikant größer und daher wird erwartet, dass sie mehr Zellwandmaterial benötigen.
Mit der Hochregulierung der Zellwandsynthese werden somit Engpässe erwartet, was zu
Veränderungen der Empfindlichkeit gegen Zellwand-schädigende Antibiotika in Abhän-
gigkeit von der Wachstumsrate führen sollten.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurden inhibitorische Konzentrationen verschiedener Zellhüll-
schädigender Antibiotika bei unterschiedlichen Wachstumsraten bestimmt. Unerwarte-
terweise erwies sich dabei die Aktivität der meisten Antibiotika als stabil. Allein das
Zellhüll-schädigende Bacitracin zeigte einen Anstieg der inhibitorischen Konzentration
um 40% in schnellem Wachstum. Verglichen mit Ribosom-schädigenden Antibiotika,
die einen Anstieg um bis zu 500% in der gleichen Wachstumsratenspanne zeigten, ist
diese höhere Resistenz jedoch zu vernachlässigen.

Diese Ergebnisse deuten auf eine strenge Regulierung der Zellwandsynthesemaschi-
nerie hin, die das Auftreten von Engpässen trotz sich ändernder Anforderungen an
Zellwandmaterial verhindert. Daher bieten sich Zellhüllschädigende Antibiotika als viel-
seitige Werkzeuge im Einsatz sowohl gegen langsam wachsende, chronische als auch
gegen schnell wachsende, akute Infektionen an.
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1. Introduction

Since the discovery of penicillin by Alexander Fleming in 1928 antibiotics have become
vital tools in modern medicine [1]. As such, the rise of antibiotic resistance especially
in clinical settings is deeply unsettling and the identification of novel antibiotics is of
utmost importance. However, development of clinical antibiotic drugs is costly and only
provides a small profit margin causing most pharmaceutical companies to abandon an-
tibiotic research [1]. To prevent the total loss of antibiotic drugs it is necessary to use the
existing ones wisely to reduce the development of resistances. For this, a detailed un-
derstanding of their interaction with their cellular targets and mode of action is essential.

As the outermost structure of gram-positive bacteria, the cell wall exhibits some very
important qualities as a target for antibiotics such as essentiality, accessibility and con-
servation. However, protective mechanisms against cell wall targeting antibiotics are
abundant in natural environments and further facilitate resistance in clinical settings
[2]. While many of these are genetic resistance modules, intrinsic properties of the cell
wall and its biosynthesis might also modify susceptibility [3].

The gram-positive bacterium Bacillus subtilis presents itself as an excellent model or-
ganism for a detailed analysis of cell envelope targeting antibiotics as its cell wall syn-
thesis and natural resistance is well researched. Furthermore, as a member of the
Firmicutes phylum and due to the high conservation of the cell wall structure and syn-
thesis, the insights gained here can be transferred to dangerous pathogens such as
Staphylococcus aureus and Clostridium tetani.

1.1. Cell wall components of gram-positive bacteria

The major component of bacterial cell wall is peptidoglycan (PG) - a large polymer con-
sisting of long chains of alternating β-1-4 linked N-acetyl-glucosamine (GlcNAc) and
N-acetyl-muramic acid (MurNAc) that are interlinked by short peptides anchored on
MurNAc (Figure 1.1a). Recently, Pasquina-Lemonche et al. found that in B. subtilis the
sugar-strands are synthesized along the short axis of the cylinder and circumferential
at the poles, but this directionality gets lost quickly as the peptidoglycan matures [4].
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1. Introduction

Typical for a gram-positive bacterium the cell wall of B. subtilis is very thick with around
20 layers peptidoglycan, the main component of the cell wall [5].

Electron microscopy reveals B. subtilis surface to have a rough, almost fuzzy appear-
ance (Figure 1.1b). This is caused by the phosphate-rich polymers lipo- and wall te-
ichoic acids (LTA/WTA), which extend outwards and are attached to the cytoplasmic
membrane or peptidoglycan respectively (Figure 1.1c,d) [6]. Both teichoic acids species
are synthesized via distinct pathways and share common functions in e.g. regulation of
peptidoglycan hydrolysis and metal ion homeostasis [6, 7]. Even though the large mesh-
like structure of the cell wall is composed of peptidoglycan, teichoic acids can attribute
up to 60% of the total cell wall weight [8]. As such teichoic acids play a secondary but
crucial role as cell wall polymers in gram-positive bacteria.

Figure 1.1.: Cell wall structure of B. subtilis. (a) Chemical structure of B. subtilis peptidogly-
can. DAP: diaminopimelic acid. (b) Cross section of B. subtilis cell walls via electron microscopy.
Reprinted from [9], with permission from American Society for Microbiology. (c) Lipoteichoic acid
structure. (d) Wall teichoic acid structure. All structures are shown for B. subtilis (W168) and
might vary in other organisms.

1.2. Peptidoglycan synthesis in B. subtilis

Peptidoglycan synthesis is a complex two-stage process: (1) the Mur pathway and (2) the
lipid II cycle. The two stages are responsible for the cytosolic and the membrane-bound
precursor synthesis, respectively. The Mur pathway produces the cytosolic precursor
UDP-MurNAc-pentapeptide from UDP-GlcNAc [10, 11] and is thought to do so in excess
under non-inhibiting conditions [12, 13]. However, during inhibition of the lipid II cycle

2



1.2. Peptidoglycan synthesis in B. subtilis

Figure 1.2.: Schematic overview of the lipid II cycle in B. subtilis. The lipid carrier UP
is loaded with cytosolic PG precursors and subsequently flipped to the extracellular surface of
the membrane. There the PG precursor is inserted into a growing PG strand via transglyco-
sylation. The remaining lipid carrier is dephosphorylated to gain the initial UP. The nature of
UP’s flipping mechanism is still undetermined. The cytosolic precursors UDP-GlcNAc and UDP-
MurNAc-pentapeptide are synthesized via the Mur pathway. Newly synthesized PG strands are
crosslinked by PBPs. Lipid carrier is supplied in the form of UPP by UppS. Many of these steps
can be inhibited by antibiotics, which are indicated in red. Modified from [17].

only the Mur intermediate UDP-MurNAc-tripeptide was found to accumulate while the
final product UDP-MurNAc-pentapeptide did not [14]. Additionally, MurA, the first en-
zyme of the pathway, has been found to tightly bind a later intermediate (UDP-MurNAc)
[15]. This indicates feedback inhibition mediated by the abundance of pathway inter-
mediates of the Mur pathway [14, 15]. Other evidence suggests further regulation via
RelA within the stringent response [16].

The lipid II cycle begins with the consecutive attachment of cytosolic PG precursors to
the lipid carrier undecraprenyl-phosphate (UP) on the cytoplasmic surface of the mem-
brane (Figure 1.2). The resulting lipid II molecules are subsequently flipped to the outer
surface of the membrane, where the PG building block is detached and inserted into
growing PG strands. Finally, the remaining lipid carrier is recycled and returned to the
cytosolic side of the membrane.

3



1. Introduction

The first cytosolic precursor to be attached to UP is MurNAc-pentapeptide. This pro-
duces lipid I, to which MurG attaches GlcNAc to yield lipid II. The lipid II flippases MurJ
and Amj (Alternate to MurJ) mediate the translocation of lipid II to the extracellular
surface [18–20]. While MurJ is considered the main flippase in normal growth, Amj
is induced by σM (section 1.5.2) under cell wall stress and particularly in absence of
functional MurJ (e.g. deletion or inhibition) [21]. Interestingly, Amj shares neither se-
quence nor structural homology with MurJ. This is thought to provide an extra layer of
protection against antibiotics targeting this essential function [18, 21].

The resulting GlcNAc-MurNAc-pentapeptide is released from the lipid carrier by PG-
glycosyltransferases and inserted into growing PG strands [22]. PG-glycosyltransferases
can be found in the SEDS (shape, elongation, division, sporulation) family such as RodA
and FtsW and class A (=bifunctional) Penicillin-binding proteins (PBPs) [22, 23]. The
subsequent cross-linkage of pentapeptides is conducted by either associated class B
PBPs in case of SEDS or the transpeptidation domain of class A PBPs. Recent work now
points to SEDS being utilized in the regular PG synthesis for elongation and division,
while class A PBPs are employed in PG repair [24]. While there is compelling evidence
that SEDS proteins function as glycosyltransferases and MurJ and Amj have been found
to translocate lipid II, there is also evidence that FtsW might be involved in the flipping
step [8, 21, 25].

The resulting lipid carrier UPP is dephosphorylated by BcrC, UppP or YodM [26].
While BcrC and YodM are members of the PAP2 superfamily, UppP belongs to the BacA
family and shows no homology to either BcrC or YodM [26]. BcrC seems to be the
mayor UPP phosphatase under normal growth conditions, but is also upregulated during
cell envelope stress and mediates resistance against bacitracin [27, 28]. UppP is able
to perform UPP-dephosphorylation in a ∆bcrC background - although with a reduced
growth rate [26–28]. However, UppP is essential for sporulation [28]. The third lipid
phosphatase YodM can only support growth in the absence of BcrC and UppP when
artificially overexpressed [26].

To initiate another round of the lipid II cycle, the dephosphorylated UP needs to be
flipped back to the inner surface of the membrane. Interestingly, so far no potential UP-
flippase has been identified. The slow flipping rate, however, might indicate a passive
flipping mechanism [3, 29].

Lipid carrier is replenished in the form of UPP by UppS in the cytoplasm [29–31]. This
harbors the problem that the newly synthesized UPP is located on the cytoplasmic side
of the membrane while all known UPP-phosphatases are located on the extracellular
surface. So far, it has not been elucidated how the lipid carrier is fed into the lipid
II cycle, but there are two major hypotheses: (1) a UPP-phosphatase could facilitate
dephosphorylation of UPP in the cytoplasm or (2) UPP could be flipped to the extracellular
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1.3. Elongasome and divisome

surface to then be dephosphorylated there [29].
In addition to its usage in the lipid II cycle, UP is also utilized as a lipid carrier in

the synthesis of wall teichoic acids, which underlines its importance for cell envelope
synthesis [6].

1.3. Elongasome and divisome

The rod shape of a typical B. subtilis cell requires a careful organization of the cell wall
synthesis apparatus. This organization has to be two-fold: spatial to achieve the rod
shape and temporal to ensure a balance between growth and division. For this, B. subtilis

contains two cytoskeleton proteins that serve as a scaffold for enzymes involved in pep-
tidoglycan synthesis - MreB, which is involved in elongation [32, 33], and FtsZ, which is
required for cell division [34]. The two cell wall synthesis complexes surrounding these
scaffolds are termed elongasome and divisome, respectively [35]. As they incorporate
the main enzymes responsible for the incorporation of PG building blocks into the pep-
tidoglycan sacculus, their localization and timing greatly influence the eventual shape
of the cell [35].

The elongasome contains three actin-like MreB proteins (MreB, MreBH and Mbl),
which polymerize along the cell membrane and colocalize with the essential proteins
MreC, MreD, RodZ and PG hydrolases as well as the SEDS protein RodA and PBPs
[32, 33]. The latter of which catalyze the last two steps (transglycosylation and transpep-
tidation) of PG synthesis. While PbpH is the most commonly found PBP in the elango-
some it can be replaced by Pbp2a in e.g. pbpH deletion mutants [32]. The whole
complex moves circumferentially around the short axis of the cell. This has been show
to be driven by peptidoglycan synthesis as any inhibition of the lipid II cycle also slows
down MreB movement [32, 33].

The cytoskeleton of the divisome consists of FtsZ, a tubulin-like GTPase that polymer-
izes at the future division site (midcell in B. subtilis) to form the so called (Fts)Z-ring [34].
These FtsZ polymers move circumferentially around the cell by treadmilling, which de-
scribes the polymerization of FtsZ proteins at one end of the structure while dissociating
from the other. This treadmilling of FtsZ was recently shown to drive circumferential
PG synthesis [36–38]. To achieve the correct localization of the FtsZ-ring many bacterial
species have been found to utilize regulators such as the Min-system of Escherichia coli,
which inhibits FtsZ polymerization in polar regions through an oscillating system [39].
In B. subtilis the Min-system also locally inhibits FtsZ polymerization but functions in a
more stationary way [40]. For this, MinD binds to DivIVA, which localizes at negatively
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curved membranes found at the cell poles and after constriction at the new division site
[40]. Another cue of FtsZ polymerization in B. subtilis seems to be closely connected to
open complex formation of DNA replication, which is initiated by DnaA, as a blockage
leads to an off-center FtsZ-ring formation [41].

The assembly of a mature divisome can be divided into two consecutive steps. In the
early stages FtsZ multimerizes with its membrane-anchor FtsA, which are subsequently
stabilized by ZapA and EzrA [42]. In a later stage GpsB, FtsL, DivIB, FtsW, Pbp2B and
DivIVA are recruited [42]. Of these, FtsW is thought to detach PG building blocks from
lipid II and insert it into growing PG strands via transglycosylation, after which Pbp2B
crosslinks the pentapeptides [22, 23, 42]. While Pbp2B is the most common PBP in the
divisome, others, such as Pbp1a, can take its place [34].

1.4. Cell wall targeting antibiotics

As an essential structure that is easily accessible the cell wall is often targeted by
antibiotics. In this section some noteworthy antibiotics targeting the PG synthesis will
be introduced (Table 1.1).

Table 1.1.: Antibiotics used in throughout this thesis. CDA: calcium dependent lipopeptide
antibiotic. 1 +: gram-positive bacteria, -: gram-negative bacteria. *: in a deletion strain of the
main resistance determinant, bceAB, as used throughout this work.

antibiotic class
active cellular reported MIC

against1 target in B. subtilis
ampicillin β-lactam +/- PBPs 0.06µg/ml [22]
bacitracin cyclilc peptide + UPP 8-16µg/ml* [43]
friulimicin B CDA + UP 1.5µg/ml [44]
laspartomycin C CDA + UP 8µg/ml [45]
nisin lantibiotic (type A) + lipid II 125µg/ml [46]
ramoplanin glycolipodepsipeptide + lipid II 1.25µg/ml [47]
tunicamycin nucleoside antibiotic + MraY 5µg/ml [48]

vancomycin glycopeptide +/- lipid II
0.5µg/ml [49]
0.25µg/ml [22]

1.4.1. Lipid II binding antibiotics

As the last membrane-bound precursor in the lipid II cycle before insertion of the pepti-
doglycan building block into the sacculus, lipid II is an attractive target for antibiotics.
Some of these antibiotics will be described here in more detail to represent the variety
of binding sites and mechanisms.
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The glycolipodepsipeptide ramoplanin directly binds to the pyrophosphate moiety of
lipid II [5]. While a depolarization of the membrane has been found to occur at high con-
centrations of ramoplanin in Staphylocoocus aureus [50] the main mechanism of action
is presumed to be blockage of the lipid II pool [3]. By sequestering lipid II ramoplanin
impedes the transglycosylation step of the lipid II cycle and therefore PG synthesis [3].

Just like ramoplanin the type A lantibiotic nisin binds to the pyrophosphate moiety of
lipid II via its N-terminal peptide rings [51]. However, binding and sequestering of lipid
II is not the only mechanism nisin employs. The C-terminal rings mediate the clustering
of 4 lipid II and 8 nisin molecules, creating a pore in the bacterial membrane [52]. The
subsequent depolarization of the membrane and loss of cytoplasmic solutes potentiates
nisin activity [53]. Furthermore, nisin has been found to increase fluidity and reduce
dipole potential in an eukaryotic membrane model [54].

The glycopeptide vancomycin has also been found to bind lipid II [5]. In contrast
to nisin and ramoplanin, vancomycin recognizes the pentapeptide chain, which is also
present in nascent peptidoglycan [55]. In E. coli vancomycin decreases the cross-linkage
of peptidoglycan, indicating nascent peptidoglycan to be its primary target [55]. In
B. subtilis however, exposure to vancomycin leads to an accumulation of lipid II, indi-
cating the membrane-bound lipid carrier as the primary target [56].

1.4.2. Bacitracin

The branched cyclic dodecylpeptide bacitracin is a narrow spectrum antibiotic, which is
active against gram-positive cocci and bacilli [57]. It does so by binding and sequestering
UPP in a Zn2+-dependent manner [58, 59]. This inhibits UPP dephosphorylation and
decreases the free lipid carrier availability. Ultimately, this slows down the lipid II
cycle and therefore inhibits PG synthesis [3]. Due to its nephrotoxicity and potential
to cause anaphylactic reactions it is no longer recommended by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA, US) as treatment by injection of infants, but bacitracin can still be
used topically or ophthalmically [60].

1.4.3. β-lactams

β-lactam antibiotics such as ampicillin primarily inhibit the transpeptidase domains
of high molecular weight penicillin binding proteins (PBPs) and thereby prevent the
maturation/cross-linkage of peptidoglycan strands [61]. With prolonged exposure to
β-lactams the bacterial cell wall loses stability, which ultimately leads to lysis, as old
peptidoglycan is constantly degraded by autolysins to allow for growth [22, 62].
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1.4.4. Calcium-dependent lipopeptide antibiotics

Both friulimicin B and laspartomycin C are calcium-dependent lipopeptide antibiotics
consisting of a 10 amino acid cyclic core and a N-terminal fatty acid tail [63, 64]. Both
antibiotics were found to sequester UP. Interestingly, laspartomycin C has been de-
scribed to bind UP more efficiently (KD 7.3±3.8 nM) than friulimicin B (KD 210 nM) but
needs higher concentrations for its antibiotic activity (Table 1.1) [63–65]. Friulimicin B
entered clinical trials in 2007. However, these were stopped due to toxic effects [66].

The only calcium-dependent lipopeptide antibiotic that is currently in clinical use
is daptomycin, which has recently been found to bind phosphatidylglycerol to subse-
quently multimerize [67–69]. Due to the multimerization and daptomycin’s bulky lipid
tail fluid lipids cluster around the lipid-bound antibiotic, which increases the overall
rigidity of the remaining cellular membrane [68, 69]. This change in membrane liquid
state might decrease the affinity of peripheral membrane proteins such as MurG leading
to their detachment and consequent inhibition of activity [69].

1.4.5. Tunicamycin

Tunicamycin consists of uracil, the C11 sugar tunicamine, N-acetylglucosamine and a
fatty acid and inhibits the PNPT superfamily of enzymes, which consists of prenyl sugar
transferases [48, 70]. In gram-positive bacteria these include several enzymes involved
in cell envelope synthesis - most notably MraY, which catalyzes the synthesis of lipid I
(Figure 1.2), and TagO, which is involved in wall teichoic acid synthesis [8, 70].

MraY has been crystallized in the presence of tunicamycin revealing the mode of action
[71]. Tunicamycin binds its target in a wide cytoplasmic binding cavity, mimicking
MraY’s substrate MurNAc [71]. Since the human MraY/TagO-homologue GTP is also
inhibited by tunicamycin a medicinal use is not possible. However, current research
is ongoing to modify tunicamycin in a way that allows effective MraY inhibition, while
reducing affinity for human GTP [72].

1.4.6. Fosfomycin

The phosphonic acid antibiotic fosfomycin is a broad-spectrum antibiotic targeting
MurA, which catalyzes the first step of cytosolic PG precursor synthesis [10, 73]. As
MurA resides in the cytoplasm, fosfomycin has to cross the bacterial membrane to in-
hibit PG synthesis. This transport has been found to be mediated by a specific sugar
transporter making the uptake and with it the antibiotic action directly dependent on
the utilized carbon source [10, 73].
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This selection of cell wall targeting antibiotics already provides an insight into the great
diversity that can be found here. The majority seem to target easily accessible structures,
although some antibiotics such as tunicamycin and fosfomycin reach their active sites
via the cytoplasm. Furthermore, the inhibition of the lipid II cycle is predominately
achieved via sequestering of lipid carrier molecules.

1.5. Effects on antibiotic susceptibility

As diverse as antibiotics are many bacterial species have developed mechanisms to
reduce their susceptibility towards them. These mechanisms are as diverse as the
antibiotics and range from the more commonly known genetic resistances to general
principles in the interactions between antibiotic and target. Furthermore, not all effects
on antibiotic susceptibility are in fact resistance but somewhat different mechanisms.
These will be described here.

1.5.1. Mechanisms reducing antibiotic susceptibility

Resistance Resistance describes the ability of a microbial culture to grow and prolifer-
ate while being exposed to an antibiotic [74]. Usually, resistance is measured via the
minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC), which represents the lowest antibiotic concen-
tration that prevents growth [74]. As such, a higher MIC indicates higher resistance
(Figure 1.3a).

Most changes that lead to resistance are genetic, like acquisition of resistance genes
(e.g. β-lactamases, modules described in section 1.5.2) or the mutation of a binding
pocket in the antibiotics target. However, there are also some cases where changes
in the metabolism have an impact on resistance. One example for this is fosfomycin,
which is imported via two sugar transporters in E. coli. One of these (hexose-6-phosphate
transporter) is strongly affected by carbon catabolite repression, which means that the
transporter is inactive in presence of glucose [10, 73]. Therefore, E. coli is much more
resistant in glucose-containing media due to the reduced import rate of fosfomycin. As
fosfomycin’s target MurA resides in the cytoplasm this can have a great impact on the
MIC.

Another example for this is the work of Greulich and colleagues about ribosome tar-
geting antibiotics and the growth-dependent bacterial susceptibility [75]. They have
found that due to the growth rate-dependent shift in ribosome content the efficiency of
ribosome-targeting antibiotics can vary dependent on their mode of binding at different
growth rates (section 1.5.4).
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Figure 1.3.: Antibiotic resistance, tolerance and persistence. (a) Resistance is best recog-
nized by an increase of the antibiotic concentration needed to kill a bacterial culture. Both
tolerant and persistent bacteria are killed by the same concentration of antibiotic as susceptible
bacteria. (b) While the antibiotic concentration needed to kill tolerant bacteria stays the same,
they are able to survive for longer. This increases the minimal duration of killing (MDK). (c)
Only a small portion of a culture consists of persistent cells while most others are susceptible.
Only when this majority of susceptible cells are killed will the increased MDK of persistent cells
become apparent. This results in a biphasic killing curve. Reprinted from [74], with permission
from Springer Nature.

Tolerance In 1944 slow-growing bacterial cultures were shown to die more slowly than
fast-growing cells [76–78]. This phenomenon has been termed tolerance [74]. It is
important to note that in contrast to resistance it only refers to the time it takes a
culture to die to a certain extent and does not indicate a change in the concentration
needed to kill the culture. As tolerance is defined via the duration of killing it can only
be determined for bactericidal antibiotics [74]. To determine the degree of tolerance it is
advised to measure the minimal duration of killing (MDK99) of a large fraction (99%) of
the initial culture (Figure 1.3b) [74].

Persistence A distinct type of tolerance is the increased duration of killing of a subpop-
ulation of a clonal bacterial culture. These surviving bacteria are termed persisters and
are generally recognized by a diphasic killing curve (Figure 1.3c) [74]. Similar to tolerant
cells, persisters are usually characterized by dormancy as well as a reduced metabolism
and ATP levels [74]. Persistant bacteria are particularly problematic as they cannot be
eliminated by antibiotics and are the most common cause for relapsing and chronic
infections [79, 80].

While persistence is a transient phenomenon that cannot be inherited, several factors
have been identified that promote the formation of persister cells [81]. Many of these
factors can be caused by the environment as e.g. the SOS response of E. coli [82] or the
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depletion of nutrient in mid-exponential phase [83]. However, certain genetic factors
can modify the amount of cells in a population that enter a persistant state [81]. For
instance, the deletion of a global regulator often results in a 10-fold decrease of persister-
formation [81]. Similarly, many toxin-antitoxin modules can induce the formation of
persister cells and their deletion reduces the amount of persister cells in a culture [81].
However, the mechanisms of persistence are highly redundant as all tested strains still
produced persisters [81].

1.5.2. Cell envelope stress response of B. subtilis

As so many antibiotics are targeting the cell wall synthesis it will not come as a surprise
that most bacteria have developed genetic resistance mechanisms to combat them. The
model organism B. subtilis is no exception to this. A summary of cell envelope stress
response (CESR) modules in B. subtilis is given in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2.: CESR modules of B. subtilis. 1: 2CS: two-component system, T: ABC-transporter,
I:inhibitory protein

module type1 function inducers references

Ape 2CS+T
protection from eukaryotic anti-

[84, 85]
eukaryotes microbial peptides

Bce 2CS+T bacitracin resistance
bacitracin, certain

[86, 87]lipid II-binding
antibiotics

cell membrane and
some PG-targeting

Lia 2CS+I
wall homeostasis

antibiotics, alkaline pH, [88–90]
detergents

Psd 2CS+T nisin resistance
lipid II-binding

[91]
antibiotics, bacitracin

salt, acid, heat,
σM ECF cell wall homeostasis cell wall antibiotics, [92–94]

superoxide stress

σV ECF
protection from lytic

lysozyme [95]
enzymes

σW ECF
cell membrane PG synthesis inhibitors,

[92, 96, 97]
homeostasis alkali stress, detergents

σX ECF
protection from cationic β-lactams, lantibiotics,

[93, 98]
antimicrobial peptides bacitracin
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Two-component systems

Two-component systems are basic stimulus-response coupling mechanisms and con-
sist of a membrane-bound, stimulus-sensing histidine-kinase and a cognate, cytoplas-
mic response regulator that induces cellular changes when activated [99]. Typically
histidine-kinases consist of a N-terminal ligand binding domain that is responsible for
signal-sensing and a C-terminal kinase domain, responsible for signal transduction.
Additional domains, especially transmembrane domains, are also very common [100].
Under inducing conditions the histidine-kinase autophosphorylates and the phosphate
moiety is subsequently transferred to the response-regulator, which activates its output
domain [101]. This output domain can often bind DNA and therefore regulate transcrip-
tion [101].

The CESR of B. subtilis contains four unusual two-component systems as the in-
volved histidine-kinase does not possess a stimulus-sensing domain. Instead these are
functionally linked to additional proteins [102]. The Lia module is regulated by an in-
hibiting, third component while the Bce-like modules associate with ABC transporters
that are able to sense and remove certain cell envelope targeting antibiotics from their
membrane-bound targets [102].

The Lia module Under non-inducing conditions the histidine-kinase LiaS is kept inactive
by LiaF [88, 103]. However, in presence of specific cell envelope targeting antibiotics,
alkaline pH or detergents this inhibition ceases and LiaS autophosphorylates [103].
This phosphate group is subsequently transferred to the response regulator protein
LiaR, which then activates transcription of at least 10 genes [88]. As the Lia module
is autoregulated this includes liaFSR. However, the main target is liaIH [88]. LiaI has
been shown to freely diffuse in small patches in the membrane in absence of cell wall
damage but to locate in distinct spots during cell envelope stress [90]. Under these
circumstances LiaI becomes static and recruits LiaH. The emerging LiaIH patches are
thought to occur beneath holes in the cell wall to stabilize the membrane and prevent
tears [90]. The sensing mechanism of the Lia module is still unknown although many
different inducers have been identified [89, 104, 105].

Bce-like modules Bce-like resistance modules are commonly found in Firmicutes and
B. subtilis is no exception [106, 107]. Here, three modules namely BceRSAB [86], Ps-
dRSAB [91] and ApeRSAB (formerly YxdRSAB) [84] have been described. The best char-
acterized Bce-like module so far is BceRSAB in B. subtilis. In contrast to the Lia module
BceS does not interact with an inhibitory protein but rather an ABC transporter complex
- BceAB [108]. Resistance is achieved by a target-protection mechanism where an an-
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tibiotic is detached from its target in an ATP-dependent manner by BceAB [87, 109]. This
process activates the histidine-kinase BceS via a flux-sensing mechanism [43, 108, 110].
After subsequent phosphorylation of BceR this response-regulator activates the tran-
scription of BceAB. This ensures that the expression of further BceAB transporters to
combat an ongoing antibiotic challenged can be matched exactly to the demand [43].
Related modules are expected to function similarly.

While the BceRSAB module is primarily activated by UPP-bound bacitracin some lipid
II-binding antibiotics have also been shown to induce the system [91, 111]. PsdRSAB
also reacts to bacitracin but is more specialized to lipid II-binding antibiotics [91] and the
ApeRSAB module seems to be specialized to eukaryotic antimicrobial peptides [84, 85].
Both the BceRSAB and PsdRSAB modules are also induced by so-called cannibalism
toxins that a subpopulation of B. subtilis synthesizes at the beginning of stationary
phase [111]. These cannibalism toxins are thought to allow the producing cells to
scavenge nutrients from their unprepared siblings to postpone sporulation [90, 111].

Extracytoplasmic function σ factors

In bacteria the RNA polymerase (RNAP) complex requires σ factors for promoter recogni-
tion and activation of transcription. To achieve differential expression each cell contains
various σ factors that recognize distinct promoters [112]. Most transcription for everyday
growth is regulated by housekeeping σ factors of the σ70 family. However, transcription
required for specific circumstances is initiated by other σ factors such as members of
the σ56 family or σ factors of the σ70 family with a reduced set of up to four conserved
regions (σ1-σ4) [113, 114]. Of these regions only σ2 and σ4 are essential for σ factor
function as they accomplish RNAP binding and promoter recognition [114]. The most
minimalistic σ70 factors only contain these two domains and are often involved in the
signal transduction of extracytoplasmic signals [115]. These so-called extracytoplasmic
function σ factors (ECFs) are involved in the sensing and subsequent reaction to different
signals ranging from oxidative or reductive stress to iron homeostasis [112]. Regulation
of these ECFs is diverse, however the most common regulation is performed by so-called
anti-σ factors (AS), which sequester their cognate ECF under non-inducing conditions
to keep them inactive [116].

Four ECF-AS pairs in B. subtilis are known to be active in the CESR [92, 98]. While
each of them seems to play a specific role in the CESR their scope of inducers and
regulons overlap [98].

σW is most effectively induced by membrane-active agents such as detergents and
activates the transcription of 60-90 genes - dependent on the inducer [98]. One of
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the notable targets is metallothiol transferase FosB, which confers resistance against
fosfomycin, an inhibitor of cytosolic PG precursor synthesis [117]. Furthermore, σW

contributes to the resistance against pore-forming lantibiotics such as nisin by expres-
sion of the membrane-stabilizing phage-shock protein PspA [96, 97]. Another important
target of σW is the fatty acid biosynthesis operon fabHa-fabF. Here, σW activity leads
to changes in the abundance of the expressed proteins and ultimately to a decrease in
membrane fluidity [118].

σV confers resistance against lysozyme via induction of the dltA operon and the pepti-
doglycan O-acetyltransferase OatA [95, 98].

σM regulates the expression of 60 or more genes of which most are involved in the
core machinery of cell division and cell wall synthesis [98]. These genes can be divided
into three groups of different function: (1) Genes encoding proteins of the core cell
wall synthesis machinery, such as components of the elangosome (MreBCD, RodA) and
divisome (DivIB, DivIC, MinCD) as well as enzymes producing PG precursors (Ddl, MurB,
MurF) [119]. (2) Genes encoding enzymes with redundant functions, which might fill
in if the primary gene/protein is inhibited. For instance, this is the case for the lipid
II translocase Amj, which is functionally redundant to MurJ, the lipid II flippase, and
LtaSa, an alternative to LtaS, which catalyzes the elongation of lipoteichoic acids [21,
119]. (3) The third group includes genes with regulatory functions such as AS controlling
σM as well as synthases for nucleotide second messengers and the transition state
regulator Abh [98].

σX represents a second layer of resistance against β-lactam antibiotics, nisin and bac-
itracin (after σM) [98]. By activating the dltA and pssA operons (D-alanylation of teichoic
acids and synthesis of neutral lipids, respectively) σX reduces the net negative charge of
the cell envelope, which protects the cell from cationic antimicrobial peptides [120].

Besides genetic resistance factors described in this section other mechanisms exist
that enable bacterial cultures to survive higher antibiotic concentrations. Two of them
shall be explain in the following section.

1.5.3. Antibiotic evasion mechanisms

Inoculum effect Often antibiotic activity is reduced in high cellular densities [121–124].
This phenomenon is termed inoculum effect and can have multiple origins. For in-
stance, bacterial strains which harbor β-lactamase can survive higher concentrations
of β-lactams at higher densities [122]. This is achieved by the higher total produc-
tion of β-lactamase in dense populations. Other resistance determinants, such as an
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acetyltransferase of the pathogen Providencia stuartii that inactivates aminoglycoside
antibiotics, need to be produced in high number to be effective [123]. Here, the bac-
teria have implemented a quorum sensing mechanism, with which they monitor their
density, to only activate the energy intensive production of the resistance determinant
in sufficiently dense populations [123]. Nevertheless, even in the absence of resistance
genes, the inoculum effect can be observed in bacterial cultures. As shown by García
and colleagues high cellular densities alone can lead to an overall increased resistance
against certain disinfectants due to a decrease of active component per cell [124].

Minimal exposure of targets For a long time researchers were puzzled by the much lower
in vivo activity of many cell wall targeting antibiotics than the in vitro binding affinity
data suggested. This phenomenon has been observed for many species and antibiotic
compounds. Neither yet undiscovered resistance genes nor inactivation of the antibiotic
in vivo could fully explain it [3, 47, 49, 53, 91, 125–129]. To determine if a general prop-
erty of the strongly conserved PG synthesis pathway is the cause for the in vivo efficacy
gap Hannah Piepenbreier, a former colleague and collaborator, developed a mathemati-
cal model of the lipid II cycle. Interestingly, a stark imbalance of lipid carrier pool sizes
was revealed with the vast majority of lipid carrier being present as UPP (Figure 1.4) [3].

Since the molecular targets as well as the equilibrium dissociation constants (KD) of
friulimicin, bacitracin, vancomycin, nisin and ramoplanin are known they were easily in-
tegrated into the mathematical model. Starting with bacitracin, which binds the largest
lipid carrier pool UPP, the concentration needed to reduce the PG synthesis rate by 50%
(IC50=1.8µM) coincided with both, the KD-value (1µM) and the MIC. Under closer ex-
amination it turned out that at the IC50 bacitracin sequesters enough UPP in a complex
to reduce the total lipid carrier pool by half.

The model predicted that while nisin sequesters 50% of lipid II molecules at concen-
trations around the KD (0.015µM) it reduces the total lipid carrier pool only by around
1% as it targets the much smaller lipid carrier pool of lipid II. Since the lipid II cycle has
a very fast turn-over rate of around 1.9 ·106 molecules/min the lipid II pool is quickly re-
plenished and PG synthesis is virtually undisturbed. To block 50% of total lipid carrier a
700-fold higher concentration of nisin is required. Not only does this high concentration
lead to a 50% reduction of PG synthesis in the model (IC50=10.1µM) but it is also in the
same order of magnitude as the experimental MIC (4.77µM).

The same mechanism applies to the other lipid II binders, ramoplanin and vancomycin
as well as the UP-binding friulimicin B [3].

The above described examples and findings demonstrate that the in vivo efficacy gap
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Figure 1.4.: Distribution of lipid carrier pool sizes in B. subtilis and rate of PG synthesis.
A mathematical model predicts a highly irregular distribution of lipid carrier pool sizes in the
lipid II cycle. Reprinted from [3], with permission from Springer Nature.

arises from vastly different lipid carrier pool sizes. Therefore, bacteria are able to protect
themselves against many cell wall targeting antibiotics by keeping the vast majority of
lipid carrier in a not targeted version [3].

1.5.4. Cellular adaptions to growth conditions

Bacteria have to adjust most of their metabolism to the ever changing environment. As
this entails most potential targets of antibiotics their efficacy can change accordingly.
This also holds true for pathogens causing infectious diseases [130]. In the medical en-
vironment, infections caused by slow growing bacteria are often particularly problematic
to control as antibiotic treatments are often ineffective [131, 132]. This is often caused
by a widespread tolerance of slow growing bacteria against antibiotic attacks [131, 133].
However, the resistance of bacteria against specific antibiotics can also vary depending
on growth rate [75].

The following section addresses the multifaceted ways in which bacteria adapt to their
surroundings and how this can effect antibiotic susceptibility.

Adaption of macromolecular composition to growth conditions

To outcompete other microorganisms in their natural environment bacteria have evolved
to utilize nutrients very quickly and efficiently. The most obvious change in bacterial
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growth caused by a shift into richer media is a faster rate at which the cellular mass
doubles in - the growth rate. Furthermore, RNA, DNA and protein mass per cell in-
creases with growth rate [134]. However, the cellular changes are more tightly regulated
than a simple overall increase of cell material.

It is well known that bacteria can grow with much shorter division times than they
need to replicate their genome [135]. To ensure that every daughter cell receives a fully
functional genome these bacteria start a new round of genome replication before com-
pleting the previous round. This so-called multifork replication has been shown e.g. in
E. coli with an average of 6.7 origins per cell at a doubling time of 20 min [134]. Obvi-
ously, this increases the amount of total DNA per cell in fast growth and can lead to a
rise in copy number of genes close to the replication origin [134, 136].

While the total protein amounts per cell increases in fast growth, not all proteins are
affected by this in the same way [134, 137]. In fact, the fraction of ribosomal proteins
has been shown to increase linearly with growth while the metabolic fraction of proteins
declines accordingly [138]. To see how gene expression is modulated by changes in
growth rate, Klumpp and colleagues have built a mathematical model, which included
the cellular copy number of the gene, transcription rate per copy of the gene, mRNA
degradation rate, translation rate per mRNA, protein degradation rate and cell volume
[139]. Their model predicted that even though the number of constitutively expressed
mRNA and proteins per cell increases, the final protein concentration is reduced linearly
in faster growth due to the simultaneous increase in cell volume/mass [139]. This cor-
relation is only slightly modulated by gene copy number but transcriptionally regulated
genes can be affected differently. The regulators of transcription are also subject to the
same decreased production in fast growth as constitutively expressed gene products.
This decreased regulator concentration in cells at high growth rates leads to a stronger
decline in production of positively regulated genes as their activators are not present
in sufficient numbers [139]. For negatively regulated genes, the opposite is true as the
reduced inhibitor concentration struggles to stop transcription. The authors found that
in case of highly cooperative repressors even a positive growth rate dependence of neg-
atively regulated genes takes place [139].

Not only transcription is dependent on growth rate but also translation as Borkowski
et al. have found in B. subtilis [140]. While the overall translation efficiency is reduced
in fast growth, gene-specific translation initiation regions can have a strong impact on
this efficiency [140].
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With the bacterial cytoplasm being very densely packed [141] it comes to no surprise
that increased amounts of DNA, RNA and protein per cell are accompanied with larger
cell sizes and therefore higher volumes. In fact, every 2 · 109 amino acid residues of
protein have been found to lead to approximately 1µm3 increase in volume in bacteria
[134]. Interestingly, while both E. coli and B. subtilis are rod-shaped bacteria this change
in volume is not acquired in the same manner. While E. coli grows in both, length
and width, B. subtilis increases its volume only via elongation but maintains a nearly
constant width [142, 143]. Of course, this increase in size entails a matching increase
in cell volume and cell surface.

While the rate of all major anabolic pathways depends on growth rate only fatty acid
synthesis was show to have a direct impact on on cell size [144]. This was shown by the
addition of oleic acids to E. coli perturbed in RNA or protein biosynthesis via antibiotics.
Here, the addition of the fatty acid partly corrected the size defects induced by the
antibiotics [144]. This shows that the availability of fatty acids is a major limiting factor
for cell size. Similar data in B. subtilis and Saccharomyces cerevisiae suggests a strong
conservation of this dependency [144].

Antibiotic susceptibility at different growth rates

With so many changes to the bacterial cell in dependence of the growth rate researchers
wondered early on how these can affect antibiotic susceptibility. β-lactams were one of
the first antibiotics to be investigated [76]. While Lee et al. and many groups after that
measured a reduction in antibiotic activity in slow-growing bacteria [76–78, 145], their
assays were ultimately set up to measure tolerance [78]. Unlike resistance, tolerance
describes the change of duration of antibiotic activity (section 1.5.1). However, to my
knowledge the resistance i.e. the concentration needed for lysis/growth inhibition has
not been measured for any cell wall targeting antibiotics in dependence of growth rate.

The first comprehensive investigation of the changes in intrinsic resistance (i.e. in ab-
sence of genetic resistance determinants) caused by adaptions to varying growth rates
of any type of antibiotics focused on ribosome targeting antibiotics. Greulich et al.
found that the growth rate can have a varying effect on the activity of ribosome targeting
antibiotics [75]. They showed that the transiently binding antibiotics tetracycline and
chloramphenicol were less effective against slow-growing cells while the two aminoglyco-
sides streptomycin and kanamycin, which bind nearly irreversibly to the 30S ribosomal
complex, inhibit slow-growing cells more effectively [75]. It stands to reason, that these
changes in susceptibility are caused by the changes in ribosomal abundance described
above. However, there is a second, opposing trend connected to the high ribosome con-
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centration in fast-growing cells: The higher the ribosomal concentration under unper-
turbed conditions the less this ribosomal pool can be increased in response to antibiotic
attack. With the help of a mathematical model, the authors were able simulate these op-
posing trends and found that the ribosomal content has a higher impact on irreversibly
binding antibiotics such as streptomycin and kanamycin, while the ability to increase
said content by a large factor has a higher effect on reversible binding antibiotics such
as tetracycline and chloramphenicol [75].
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1. Introduction

1.6. Aims and Objectives

The threat of active resistance mechanisms, such as resistance genes, on modern health-
care is widely recognized as one of the most pressing issues of our time. However, in-
trinsic passive resistance mechanisms, such as metabolic adjustments or the general
structure of pathways that decrease susceptibility, are equally important to consider in
the clinical administration of antibiotics to fully utilize their potential while reducing the
risk of spreading resistance. In this work, the impact of active and passive resistance
mechanisms of B. subtilis against cell envelope targeting antibiotics will be investigated.

The first aim of the project is to review the natural cell envelope stress response and
conferred resistance of the involved resistance modules toward the novel antibiotic las-
partomycin C. To do this, we will analyze the induction of the various resistance modules
and measure the susceptibility of the wild type and strains carrying a deletion of the
respective resistance modules. The results will be compared with the stress response
and conferred resistance against friulimicin B, a related antibiotic with the same target.

Furthermore, we aim to explore the influence of growth rate on the susceptibility to-
wards cell envelope targeting antibiotics. Here, an assay to accurately measure the
susceptibility towards cell envelope targeting antibiotics will be developed to minimize
the influence of nutrient quality of the media as well as the expected reduction of reaction
time during slow growth. Susceptibility of B. subtilis will be determined with adjusted
IC measurements at different growth rates.

In addition I aim investigate several smaller research projects. These include:

� Analyzing the effect of amino acids on growth rate, stationary phase stress re-
sponse and antibiotic susceptibility as amino acid availability can have significant
effects on the metabolism.

� Investigating the degradation rate of selected cell wall targeting antibiotics to gain
an understanding of its influence on antibiotic activity.

� Exploring the conferred resistance of a putative tunicamycin resistance gene against
tunicamycin as its activity has only been shown in overexpression.

� Determining how inoculum size affects nisin activity.

� Analyzing the effect of enzyme activity reduction in the lipid II cycle on suscepti-
bility towards cell wall targeting antibiotics.
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2. Results

2.1. CESR of Bacillus subtilis towards laspartomycinC

These results were published in Antibiotics (Basel, Switzerland) in 2020 and are printed
here with permission. I contributed by planning and performing the experiments, ana-
lyzing the data and writing the manuscript [17]. The referenced figures in the summary
can be found in the publication.

2.1.1. Summary

Laspartomycin C is a novel antibiotic that blocks PG synthesis by sequestering the lipid
carrier UP. While its biochemical properties have been well researched [45, 63, 66], the
cellular stress responses induced by laspartomycin C have not been investigated so far.
Here, the stress response of B. subtilis after laspartomycin C attack was compared with
the stress response generated by a challenge with friulimicin B, which also sequesters
UP and belongs to the same family of cyclic calcium-dependent lipopeptides.

As bacteria only need to protect themselves and induce stress response systems at
antibiotic concentrations damaging to the cell, the induction of all stress response mod-
ules was not compared at their absolute concentration but relative to their antibiotic
action. For this, the inhibitory concentration leading to a 50% growth reduction (IC50)
was determined for both antibiotics. Growth was measured via OD600 10 h after antibi-
otic challenge. Here, the susceptibility towards friulimicin B (IC50 1.6µg/ml) was higher
than towards laspartomycin C (IC50 7.3µg/ml).

First the induction of σM, the only module activated by friulimicin B [44], was ex-
amined with a stain expressing a luciferase reporter gene under the control of a σM

regulated promoter (PbcrC). Interestingly, laspartomycin C generated a higher response
of the σM-regulon with a 3.5-fold increase than friulimicin B with only a 2-fold increase
in luminescence (Figure 5). Intrigued by this stronger induction more CESR modules of
B. subtilis (section 1.5.2) were examined for their inducibility by laspartomycin C. Con-
sistend with previous reports friulimicin B did not generate a response [44]. However,
laspartomycin C induced the Lia, Bce and Psd modules to an intermediate degree in
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2. Results

experimental setups similar to the one described above (Figures 6, 7).
As laspartomycin C induces these modules the question arose whether they also con-

fer resistance against this novel antibiotic. For this, the IC50 of strains carrying deletions
of either a target of the resistance module (bcrC in case of σM and Lia) or the resistance
determinants themselves (in case of Bce and Psd) was determined. Interestingly, none
of the investigated strains were more susceptible towards laspartomycin C than the wild
type (Figure 8). This indicates that the modules tested here do not provide any resistance
against laspartomycin C, despite being induced.

The differential induction of cell envelope stress response modules in B. subtilis by
friulimicin B and laspartomycin C are fascinating as these two antibiotics differ only
in their lipid tail as well as some moieties in the peptide ring (Figure 2). Here, these
differences are hypothesized to alter the antibiotics polymerization-state and interaction
with surrounding membrane lipids, which might enable the sensing of laspartomycin C
by resistance modules (Figure 9).

The absence of conferred resistance by stress response modules of B. subtilis is re-
assuring for a potential application of laspartomycin C in clinical settings. However,
the sensing ability of these modules might be a first step in their evolution to actually
confer resistance. The knowledge gained here of triggered natural resistance modules
can guide further research and the clinical development of laspartomycin C as a drug.
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Abstract: Cell wall antibiotics are important tools in our fight against Gram-positive pathogens,
but many strains become increasingly resistant against existing drugs. Laspartomycin C is a
novel antibiotic that targets undecaprenyl phosphate (UP), a key intermediate in the lipid II cycle
of cell wall biosynthesis. While laspartomycin C has been thoroughly examined biochemically,
detailed knowledge about potential resistance mechanisms in bacteria is lacking. Here, we use
reporter strains to monitor the activity of central resistance modules in the Bacillus subtilis cell envelope
stress response network during laspartomycin C attack and determine the impact on the resistance
of these modules using knock-out strains. In contrast to the closely related UP-binding antibiotic
friulimicin B, which only activates ECF σ factor-controlled stress response modules, we find that
laspartomycin C additionally triggers activation of stress response systems reacting to membrane
perturbation and blockage of other lipid II cycle intermediates. Interestingly, none of the studied
resistance genes conferred any kind of protection against laspartomycin C. While this appears
promising for therapeutic use of laspartomycin C, it raises concerns that existing cell envelope
stress response networks may already be poised for spontaneous development of resistance during
prolonged or repeated exposure to this new antibiotic.

Keywords: laspartomycin C; friulimicin B; Bacillus subtilis; cell wall inhibition; stress response

1. Introduction

The cell envelope is both the bacterium’s first line of defence against harmful substances
and an essential structure to counteract the internal turgor pressure. As many antibiotics exploit
the accessibility of the cell envelope, bacteria have evolved numerous countermeasures to protect
themselves against these constant attacks. In Gram-positive bacteria in particular, the biosynthesis
pathway of peptidoglycan (PG), the lipid II cycle, is a key antibiotic target [1,2] (Figure 1). As a
cyclic pathway, the blockage at any point of the cycle is sufficient to bring PG synthesis to a halt [1],
and consequently, all externally exposed cycle intermediates are inhibited by one or several antibiotics
(Figure 1). While antibiotics targeting lipid II and undecaprenyl pyrophosphate (UPP) are widely
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used in therapeutic and commercial applications, e.g., vancomycin, nisin and bacitracin, currently no
antibiotics targeting undecaprenyl phosphate (UP) are in use.
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of the lipid II cycle of Bacillus subtilis, including lipid carrier molecules,
involved enzymes and selected antibiotics that target cell wall synthesis. The cell wall precursor
lipid II is assembled on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane and then flipped. After insertion of
the GlcNAc-MurNAc pentapeptide into the growing peptidoglycan, the lipid carrier UPP is recycled
via dephosphorylation by BcrC. The generated lipid carrier UP is subsequently flipped back to the
cytoplasmic side of the membrane to begin a new cycle. The lipid carrier is supplied by UppS in the
form of UPP on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane; it remains to be elucidated whether newly
synthesized UPP is fed into the cycle by dephosphorylation on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane or
by flipping. Example antibiotics that target lipid carrier pools on the periplasmic side of the membrane
are indicated in red.

First hopes to exploit UP as a novel drug target against Gram-positive bacteria were based on
friulimicin B—a naturally occurring cyclic lipopeptide produced by the actinomycete Actinoplanes friuliensis
(Figure 2) [3]. However, clinical trials with friulimicin B were soon discontinued due to unfavourable
pharmacokinetic properties [4]. While these properties can, in principle, be altered by introducing
small chemical modifications in the polypeptide structure, this is difficult for friulimicin B, which is
currently obtained naturally by extensive extraction from A. friuliensis [3]. Recently, laspartomycin
C, another cyclic calcium-dependent lipopeptide, has been obtained by total chemical synthesis and
was shown to also bind to UP as a drug target (Figure 2) [5,6]. In principle, the chemical synthesis
of laspartomycin C allows for easier modification of the peptide’s pharmacokinetics, making this a
promising route to develop a clinically relevant drug. However, while laspartomycin C has been
examined in great detail biochemically [5,7,8], little is known about potential bacterial defence and
stress response mechanisms against this novel antibiotic. Such an understanding is key to assess the
risk of antibiotic resistance evolution and to develop early strategies to prevent cross resistance from
stress responses triggered by any potential off-target binding in vivo.

Bacillus subtilis is a Gram-positive soil bacterium that is naturally exposed to a large range of
antimicrobial peptides produced by competing environmental bacteria. The intricate cell envelope
stress response (CESR) network protecting B. subtilis against these attacks (Figure 3) has become a
model system for studying antibiotic resistance mechanisms in Gram-positive bacteria. Here, we set
out to perform a comprehensive analysis of the B. subtilis CESR towards laspartomycin C and to
compare it to the response against the structurally related friulimicin B [5]. Previously, friulimicin B
was shown to induce the activity of several extra cytoplasmic function (ECF) σ factors involved in the
CESR, with the greatest effect seen in σM and σV activation [9]. Under non-inducing conditions the
anti-sigma factors YhdL/YhdK keep σM in an inactive state, but release it during cell envelope stress [10].
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2.1. CESR of Bacillus subtilis towards laspartomycin C

Antibiotics 2020, 9, 729 3 of 16

The free σ factor recruits RNA polymerase to specific target promoters to activate transcription of genes
encoding general cell wall homeostatic mechanisms. The most noteworthy target of σM is bcrC [11],
which encodes the UPP phosphatase BcrC—an integral component of the lipid II cycle that catalyzes
the dephosphorylation of UPP to UP (Figure 1). Interestingly, during friulimicin B challenge, bcrC has
been found to be one of the most highly induced genes [9], and it may play a role in friulimicin B
resistance in combination with its function in replenishing the UP pool.
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Figure 2. Structures of laspartomycin C and friulimicin B. The lipid tails of the two lipopeptides differ,
as laspartomycin C bears a 15-carbon tail containing a trans alpha-beta unsaturated moiety while
friulimicin B contains a 14-carbon cis-beta gamma unsaturated lipid. Other notable differences include
the amino acids at positions 1, 2, 4, 9 and 10 (highlighted), which are Asp, diaminoproionic acid (Dap),
Gly, d-allo-Thr, and Ile, respectively, in laspartomycin C and Asn, 2S,3R-diaminobutyric acid (Dab),
l-threo-3-methyl-aspartate (MeAsp), 2R,3R-d-Dab and Val, respectively, in friulimicin B.

Another module involved in the CESR is the two-component system LiaRS, which is kept
inactive by LiaF under non-inducing conditions [12]. During antibiotic attack on the lipid II cycle,
e.g., by bacitracin, or upon membrane perturbation, this inhibition ceases and LiaS phosphorylates
the response regulator LiaR. In turn, LiaR activates 10 genes including its main targets liaI and
liaH [12]. During cell envelope stress, the two encoded proteins, LiaI and LiaH, colocalize in small
patches on the cell membrane and are thought to stabilize the membrane underneath holes in the
peptidoglycan layer [13]. Although the Lia module has been shown to respond to a large range of
different stressors [14–16], the actual trigger has not been identified yet. However, it is generally
believed that the system indirectly senses the damage on the cell envelope rather than directly detecting
the diverse range of stressors [13,17].

The third and last type of CESR modules in B. subtilis are the Bce-like systems BceRSAB [21],
PsdRSAB [22] and ApeRSAB (formerly YxdRSAB) [23]. Bce-like systems are widespread in Firmicutes
bacteria, including important pathogens such as Staphylococcus aureus and Enterococcus faecalis [24,25].
They consist of a two-component system that is functionally linked to an ABC transporter, with the
best studied example being the BceRSAB module from B. subtilis (Figure 3). Here, the transport
permease BceB directly interacts both with the ATP-binding protein BceA and with the histidine
kinase BceS [26]. BceAB likely confers resistance by a target protection mechanism [27], detecting the
antibiotic bacitracin in complex with its cellular target UPP and removing bacitracin from UPP under
ATP hydrolysis [18].The activity of BceAB then triggers activation of the histidine kinase BceS [19,26],
which phosphorylates the response regulator BceR, leading to transcription activation of bceAB [20].

While it is known that friulimicin B does not activate any resistance modules of the Bacillus subtilis
CESR apart from σM and σV [9], no such research has been done for laspartomycin C. Here, we found
that while laspartomycin C triggers induction of the σM response similar to friulimicin B, it also
strongly activates other resistance modules involved in the CESR, leading us to investigate their role in
potential laspartomycin resistance.
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Figure 3. The three major cell envelope stress response modules of B. subtilis analysed in this study.
TheσM module (left) is kept inactive under non-inducing conditions by its anti-σ factors YhdL/YhdK [10].
Upon exposure to, e.g., acids or cell envelope stress, σM is released and free to guide RNA polymerase
to its target promoters such as PbcrC [11]. The Lia module (middle) senses a plethora of external
stresses through a yet-undetermined sensing mechanism. Upon stress sensing, the inhibition of the
two-component system LiaS/LiaR by LiaF ceases [12], which subsequently allows increased expression
of the genes involved in the signaling cascade as well as liaI and liaH. The Bce module (right) is shown
as a representative of all bce-like modules of B. subtilis. Here, the ABC-transporter BceAB is thought to
remove the antibiotic bacitracin from its target, UPP [18]. BceAB activity stimulates the two-component
system BceS/BceR and thereby leads to the increased production of BceAB [19,20]. Regulation patterns
are depicted with arrows; arrowheads and T-heads indicate activation and inhibition, respectively.
Operons activated by the resistance modules are shown as thick arrows.

2. Results

2.1. Laspartomycin C Induces a Slightly Stronger Response of the σM Regulon than Friulimicin B

The UPP phosphatase BcrC catalyzes a key reaction in the lipid II cycle, and is therefore highly
expressed during normal growth [21,28]. Upon blockage of UP by friulimicin B, the increased activity of
σM leads to a further boost in bcrC expression [9], thus possibly contributing to friulimicin B resistance.
Given that laspartomycin C also targets the UP pool, we reasoned that it may likewise trigger the
induction of the σM response, leading to upregulation of bcrC. To compare the σM response towards
the two antibiotics, we used a strain of B. subtilis W168 harbouring a genomically integrated luciferase
reporter under the control of the PbcrC promoter [11]. When exponentially growing cells of this strain
were challenged with either of the antibiotics, the PbcrC promoter was most active between 30 min and
1 h after antibiotic challenge (Figure 4a,b). Figure 4c shows the dose dependency of luciferase activity,
monitored 30 min after antibiotic addition. Here it turned out that while the PbcrC promoter reached
a plateau in activity at 3 µg/mL friulimicin B and beyond, laspartomycin C maximally activated the
PbcrC promoter at the higher concentration of 5 µg/mL (Figure 4c). While this suggests that the σM

response is marginally more sensitive to friulimicin B than laspartomycin C, the PbcrC response was
slightly stronger for laspartomycin C (3.5-fold induction) compared to friulimicin B (2-fold induction).
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For effective protection, it is vital that resistance modules sense and respond to an antibiotic 

challenge before significant damage accrues. However, as IC50 values can vary widely between 

Figure 4. σM stress response as shown by bcrC promoter activation and growth during friulimicin B and
laspartomycin C attack. (a,b) Expression of bcrC over time in dependency of different concentrations of
friulimicin B (a) or laspartomycin C (b). (c) Dose dependency of the σM stress response 30 min after
antibiotic challenge. Blue and orange lines depict the PbcrC promoter response generated by friulimicin
B and laspartomycin C, respectively. The fold change over basal activity is shown at the beginning of the
plateau. (d,e) Growth after antibiotic challenge with friulimicin B (d) or laspartomycin C (e). (f) Dose
dependency of the growth relative to an unperturbed culture 10 h after antibiotic challenge. IC50 values
were determined as the antibiotic concentration reducing bacterial growth by 50% (red dashed line),
which was 1.6 and 7.3 µg/mL for friulimicin B and laspartomycin C, respectively. Shaded areas depict
95% confidence intervals.

It had been reported previously that B. subtilis was more sensitive to friulimicin C than
laspartomycin B, with MIC values of 0.078 and 8 µg/mL, respectively [8,9]. To test whether this
was also true for exponentially growing cells under the conditions in our reporter gene experiments,
we next tested the effect of both antibiotics on cell growth following challenge in the exponential growth
phase (Figure 4d,e). The results confirmed that friulimicin B was more potent than laspartomycin C,
with 5 µg/mL friulimicin B completely inhibiting cell growth, while 5 µg/mL laspartomycin C only
marginally affected cells (Figure 4d,e). Closer examination showed that a 50% reduction in growth after
10 h (IC50, used as proxy for MIC) was achieved at 1.6 µg/mL friulimicin B, which was significantly
lower than the IC50 for laspartomycin C—7.3 µg/mL (Figure 4f).

For effective protection, it is vital that resistance modules sense and respond to an antibiotic
challenge before significant damage accrues. However, as IC50 values can vary widely between
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antibiotics, the critical concentration at which an antibiotic challenge needs to be sensed varies just as
much. Therefore, we reasoned that the sensitivity of the σM response should be considered relative
to the IC50 of the respective antibiotic, allowing us to place the regulation into a better physiological
context. For this, we normalized the PbcrC dose–response curves in Figure 4c to the IC50 values.
Growth kinetics of the strain harbouring the PbcrC reporter are shown in Figure S1. This showed
that laspartomycin C maximally activated the σM stress response at concentrations around the IC50

value, while full induction by friulimicin B required concentrations exceeding the IC50 at least 2-fold
(Figure 5). As such, we conclude that laspartomycin C is actually the more potent inducer of σM under
physiological relevant conditions, i.e., at antibiotic concentrations below the IC50 value.
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Figure 5. Sensitivity-normalized dose-dependent activation of the σM stress response as shown by
bcrC promoter induction during friulimicin B and laspartomycin C attack. The antibiotic concentration
is shown in relation to the IC50 of the respective antibiotic. The induction at the IC50 is indicated
in grey, and the fold change is given. The induction at the IC50 is indicated in grey, and the fold
change is given. Measurements were taken 30 min after antibiotic challenge. Shaded areas depict 95%
confidence intervals.

2.2. Probing the Broader CESR against Laspartomycin C Shows Induction of the LiaFSR Module

We next wanted to test whether laspartomycin C also activates other CESR modules of B. subtilis.
The Lia system responds to a broad range of cell envelope-perturbing agents as described above [29,30].
Given this broad inducer spectrum, it was surprising that the UP-binding antibiotic friulimicin B did
not activate the Lia system [15]. Based on our observation that laspartomycin C was a more potent
inducer of the σM response than friulimicin B, we wondered whether this antibiotic could elicit a Lia
response, or whether the Lia system generally did not react to UP-binding compounds.

To gain insight into the response of the Lia system toward laspartomycin C, we monitored the
activity of PliaI, the main target promoter of the LiaFRS sensing module [12], via a luciferase-reporter
fusion integrated into the genome of B. subtilis W168. We assessed luciferase activity at a time
point close to the maximal induction of PliaI (30 min after antibiotic challenge), and plotted these
activities as a function of the respective IC50-normalized antibiotic concentration to directly analyse
the physiologically relevant sensitivity of the Lia module (Figure 6). Growth kinetics of the strain
harbouring the PliaI reporter are shown in Figure S2.
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Figure 6. Sensitivity-normalized dose-dependent stress response of the Lia module as shown by
liaI promoter activation during friulimicin B and laspartomycin C attack. The relative antibiotic
concentration in respect of their IC50 is given. The induction at the IC50 is indicated in grey, and the
fold change is given. Measurements were taken 30 min after antibiotic challenge. Shaded areas depict
95% confidence intervals.

In agreement with earlier studies [9,15], friulimicin B did not activate the Lia response in our
experiments (Figure 6). In contrast, laspartomycin C led to a 25-fold PliaI induction (maximal induction
at 2xMIC: 80-fold). This shows that the Lia response can indeed be triggered by UP-binding antibiotics.
The laspartomycin C response represents an intermediate induction of the Lia module, as the strongest
inducer known so far—bacitracin—activates the promoter 100-fold around the IC50 in our setup
(Figure S3). These results further suggest that the higher sensitivity towards laspartomycin C was not
specific for just the σM resistance module but rather a more general phenomenon. Moreover, our result
show that laspartomycin C, but not friulimicin B, can be sensed by several CESR modules.

2.3. Induction of Specific CESR Modules by Laspartomycin C

In contrast to the Lia response, the Bce-like modules of B. subtilis have a much more specific
inducer spectrum, which made us wonder how these will respond to laspartomycin C [17].
The two best-understood modules, Bce and Psd, likely sense antibiotics in complex with their
membrane-anchored target. So far, most of the Bce- and Psd-inducing antibiotics bind to the
diphosphatic lipid carriers UPP and lipid II [22]. Given that laspartomycin C and friulimicin B block
the monophosphatic UP molecule, it was unclear whether these antibiotics would be able to trigger
activation of the Bce-like CESR modules. Since the Ape module is less understood, we restricted our
analysis to the Bce and Psd modules and studied their activity via genomically integrated luciferase
cassettes under the control of the PbceA and PpsdA promoters in B. subtilis W168 using the previously
described setup. Growth kinetics of the strains harbouring the PbceA and PpsdA reporters are shown in
Figures S4 and S5, respectively.

Dose–response curves 30 min after antibiotic challenge show that friulimicin B activated neither
the Bce (Figure 7a) nor the Psd module (Figure 7b). Laspartomycin C, however, induced PbceA 25-fold
at the IC50 (=maximal induction) (Figure 7a). While this response was weaker than the full induction
of PbceA under bacitracin stress (~170-fold) [18], it still showed a pronounced activation. Similarly,
the Psd module was activated 25-fold by laspartomycin C around IC50 (maximal induction: 30-fold)
(Figure 7b). The observation that laspartomycin C, but not friulimicin B, activates these systems
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suggests that, while both antibiotics are able to bind to UP, only laspartomycin C can be recognized by
the transporter and trigger its activity.
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and the fold change is given. Measurements were taken 30 min after antibiotic challenge. Shaded areas
depict 95% confidence intervals.

2.4. Acitvated Resistance Modules do not Protect against Laspartomycin C Attack

After establishing that laspartomycin C induces all three types of CESR modules in B. subtilis,
we next asked whether the activated target genes conferred any protection against the antibiotic.
Therefore, we determined the IC50 of laspartomycin C in wild-type B. subtilis W168, and in strains
carrying deletions of each of the modules or their key target genes, i.e., ∆bcrC, ∆liaIH, ∆bceRSAB and
∆psdRSAB (Table S1), using the methodology described above. Surprisingly, none of the tested deletion
strains showed a significant reduction in the IC50 of laspartomycin C and friulimicin B (Student’s t test,
p > 0.001) (Figure 8), suggesting that none of the induced genes actually contributed to protection of
the cell against these antibiotics. Note that growth in the absence of the antibiotics was not affected by
any of the deletions (Figure S6). Growth kinetics of all deletion strains challenged with laspartomycin
C or friulimicin B are shown in Figures S7 and S8, respectively.

Given the complexity of the laspartomycin C stress response, it was possible that deletion of a
single resistance determinant may not be sufficient to cause a detectable change in laspartomycin C
sensitivity. A similar observation was made previously in the bacitracin stress response of B. subtilis,
where the contribution of the Lia system to resistance was masked by the strong resistance mediated by
BceAB, and a protective effect of Lia could only be observed when both bceAB and liaIH were deleted.
To examine potential redundancy of the resistance modules during laspartomycin C challenge, we next
tested the susceptibility of strains with deletions of two resistance modules combined. However,
even in these double-deletion strains, no increase in susceptibility was detected (Student’s t test,
p > 0.001) (Figure 8). This indicates that none of these resistance modules, even though strongly
expressed, can protect B. subtilis against laspartomycin C.
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Figure 8. Impact of CESR modules on friulimicin B and laspartomycin C resistance. IC50 values were
measured 10 h after antibiotic challenge in wild-type B. subtilis and deletion strains of CESR modules.
The IC50 values of the wild-type strain were 1.6 and 7.3 µg/mL for friulimicin B and laspartomycin C,
respectively. Bars represent the averaged IC50 over six biological replicates. Black dots show single
replicates. Neither deletions of single CESR modules nor the combination of any two deletions changed
the IC50 significantly (Student’s t-test: p > 0.001; unequal variance).

3. Discussion

As a proxy for the potential of resistance development by the novel cyclic calcium-dependent
lipopeptide laspartomycin C, we here assessed its ability to trigger elements of the CESR of B. subtilis.
This was compared to the response to the better-characterized antibiotic friulimicin B, which shares
similarities in chemical structure with laspartomycin C. Here, we found significant differences,
as friulimicin B only triggered the induction of the σM component of the CESR, while laspartomycin
C produced a stronger σM response and additionally activated both the Lia and Bce-like modules.
Since the two antibiotics are closely related and bind the same target—UP—this was highly surprising.

3.1. Novel Clues on CESR Signal Perception

While the σM and Lia modules have been broadly referred to as “damage-sensing” systems [31],
their specific triggers are currently unknown. Possible cues include the sensing of perturbations in the
peptidoglycan layer, in the membrane [31], or an altered abundance of lipid II cycle intermediates [13]
by some unknown mechanism. Since friulimicin B and laspartomycin C both bind to, and hence
sequester, UP, it is likely that both antibiotics have similar effects on the abundance of the other lipid II
cycle intermediates, i.e., decreased levels of UPP, lipid I and lipid II. The similarity in the σM response
triggered by both antibiotics (2-fold induction by friulimicin B vs. 3.5-fold induction by laspartomycin
C) might be reflective of such effects. This could be compatible with the σM module detecting changes
in pool levels of lipid II cycle intermediates. Interestingly, however, we detected a strongly differential
response of the Lia module toward the two antibiotics (no induction by friulimicin B vs. 25× induction
by laspartomycin C). One might therefore argue that the Lia module is less likely to sense a reduction
in lipid II cycle intermediates, as such a reduction should be very similar for both antibiotics. While we
cannot provide a definitive answer to this question, the differential responses elicited by friulimicin B
and laspartomycin C may be able to serve as novel tools to elucidate the physiological triggers of the
Lia module and potentially of σM.
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In contrast to the indirect (damage-)sensing mechanism employed by the Lia and σM systems,
the Bce-like modules are known to directly sense the antibiotic–target complexes, where the target
is typically a diphosphatic lipid carrier (UPP or lipid II) [22]. Although it is still unknown which
parts of the antibiotic–target complex these modules react to [18,22,32], individual modules specifically
respond to a small set of antibiotics and often discriminate between very similar peptides. For example,
of the two globular lantibiotics mersacidin and actagardine, only the latter induces the Psd module [22].
Recently, the two cannibalism toxins Sdp and Skf were also shown to induce the Bce and Psd
modules [33]. Here, the membrane-anchored immunity protein SdpI was essential for induction of both
modules, suggesting that the two toxins might be sensed in complex with SdpI. With laspartomycin
C, we show here that the inducer spectrum of the Bce and Psd modules also extends to antibiotics
targeting the monophosphatic lipid carrier UP. This unfolding promiscuity of compounds recognized
by Bce-like systems may offer insights into the mode of action of these unique resistance transporters.
The antibiotics appear to be only recognized in complex to their cellular target. However, this cellular
target can apparently be either diphosphatic (UPP, lipid II) or monophosphatic (UP) lipid carriers,
and even proteins (SdpI). This observation potentially extends the notion that Bce-like transporters act
by target protection of cell wall synthesis [18,34], to target protection of the extracellular face of the
membrane more generally, where the transporters are responsible for removing membrane- and cell
wall-perturbing compounds.

3.2. Differential Sensing of Friulimicin B and Laspartomycin C

While the calcium-dependent lipopeptide antibiotics friulimicin B and laspartomycin C share
structural similarity, there are also a number of differences in the sidechains of the constituent amino
acids and in the length and orientation of their lipid tails (Figure 2). Most notable among these differences
is the presence of neutral Gly and d-allo-Thr residues at positions 4 and 9, respectively, in laspartomycin
C, while these positions are filled by l-threo-3-methyl-aspartate (MeAsp) and 2R,3R-d-Dab, respectively,
in friulimicin B. The crystal structure of laspartomycin C bound to geranyl phosphate indicates that
residues 4 and 9 are solvent accessible [8]. Given that friulimicin B has acidic and basic residues at
these positions, it may be possible that intermolecular salt bridges are formed between neighbouring
friulimicin B–UP complexes. This in turn might lead to multimerization on the bacterial cell surface.
Should friulimicin B form such multimeric structures, it may be that individual friulimicin B molecules
become less accessible to the sensory machinery of resistance modules (Figure 9a). In contrast,
given that laspartomycin C features neutral residues at positions 4 and 9, it may be less likely to form
higher-order complexes. In this case, the more disperse laspartomycin C molecules might be more
accessible to direct sensing by Bce-like modules (Figure 9b). Ongoing structural investigations are
aimed at clarifying this hypothesis.

This model, however, only explains the differing responses towards the two antibiotics for
resistance modules with a direct sensing mechanism. For damage-sensing modules, the differential
responses are much more difficult to explain. As the trigger of σM is very controversial [35] and the
induction of the PbcrC promoter by the two antibiotics did not show marked differences (<2-fold),
we believe that strong conclusions about a differential σM response towards laspartomycin C and
friulimicin B are not warranted based on our data. In contrast, the trigger of the Lia module is less
hazy as it is generally believed to be either discrepancies in lipid carrier pool sizes or membrane
perturbations [13,31]. As the former model is not in line with the differential Lia response towards
friulimicin B and laspartomycin C, as described above, we favour a model in which the Lia module senses
membrane perturbations. However, the exact nature of these perturbations remains enigmatic [13].
Within this model for Lia function, the observation that friulimicin B is not an inducer of the Lia
response can be rationalised by predicting that friulimicin B would trigger less severe membrane
perturbations than laspartomycin C. Such differences may arise, for instance, due to the longer and
trans-configurated lipid tail of laspartomycin C, which creates a bulkier structure on the membrane
surface than friulimicin B. This bulkiness might prevent membrane lipids from organizing in an orderly
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fashion and could lead to the accumulation of more fluid lipids around UP–laspartomycin C complexes,
thereby preventing gaps in the membrane. This mode of action has previously been observed in the
related cyclic calcium-dependent lipopeptide daptomycin, which also binds to a lipid in the cellular
membrane—phosphatidylglycerol [36–38]. Due to its bulky lipid tail, fluid lipids cluster around
daptomycin—a process that is further amplified by daptomycin multimerization [36]. This clustering
has been shown to cause a depletion of fluid lipids in the remainder of the cellular membrane and
increases overall membrane rigidity [38]. Since daptomycin also induces the Lia module, we propose
that the depletion of fluid lipids from the membrane and/or the accompanied increase in membrane
rigidity might be the molecular trigger for the induction of the LiaFSR signaling system [9,36]. A similar
mechanism can be envisioned for laspartomycin C (Figure 9b), although future experiments will be
needed to further corroborate such a model.
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Figure 9. Hypothetical model for differential sensing of friulimicin B and laspartomycin C by Bce-like
direct sensors and the LiaFSR damage sensor. (a) The proposed ionic interactions between neighbouring
friulimicin B molecules may lead to formation of antibiotic–UP aggregates. Such tight packing of
antibiotic–UP complexes could prevent the sensory complexes BceAB–BceRS and PsdAB–PsdRS from
binding to the friulimicin B–UP complexes, thus interfering with the direct sensing of the Bce-like
systems. (b) For laspartomycin C, in contrast, the bulkier lipid tail and the absence of salt-bridging amino
acids in its peptide ring might suggest that it forms freely diffusing, non-aggregating complexes with
UP. These complexes may be more amenable to interaction with the BceAB–BceRS and PsdAB–PsdRS
sensory complexes, as suggested by the fact that BceAB detects both the antibiotic and the lipid carrier
in the bacitracin–UPP complex [18]. Likewise, the bulkier lipid tail of laspartomycin C might trigger
changes in membrane lipid composition, e.g., by depleting fluid lipids from other parts of the membrane,
serving as potential trigger for the induction of the LiaFSR system. Such lipid re-arrangements could
be absent for friulimicin B, when present in the tightly aggregated form as in (a), serving as a potential
explanation why friulimicin B does not activate the LiaFSR system.
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3.3. Lacking Antibiotic Protection is Widespread in Bce-like Resistance Modules and may Precede the
Spontaneous Evolution of Resistance

One intriguing finding of this study was that even though laspartomycin C induces the expression
of the Bce and Psd modules, none of these systems conferred detectable resistance against this novel
antibiotic. Interestingly, similar observations have been made for other inducers of Bce-like resistance
modules in B. subtilis. For instance, while the Bce module is most highly induced by both bacitracin
and the lipid II-binding antibiotic mersacidin, it confers a high level of resistance against bacitracin
(30-fold change in susceptibility) but only moderate resistance against mersacidin (4-fold change in
susceptibility) [22]. Further, the aforementioned cannibalism toxins SdpC and SkfA are strong inducers
of BceAB and PsdAB expression, but neither of the modules confers resistance against these toxins [33].
Similarly, the PsdRSAB module is induced by lipid II-binding antibiotics, such as actagardine and
gallidermin [22], but despite actagardine being the strongest known inducer of psdAB expression,
PsdAB does not confer any detectable actagardine resistance [22]. This indicates that the strength
of induction of Bce-like modules by an antibiotic does not necessarily correlate with the level of
protection conferred.

Astoundingly, the same lack of protection against laspartomycin C, despite clear induction
responses, was observed for every resistance module we tested in this study. Thus, it seems that
the path to a fully functional resistance module is a two-step process: (1) sensing of the antibiotic
leading to gene expression and (2) effectively counteracting the antibiotics. In the case of the Bce-like
modules, both functions are presumably carried out by the transporters, BceAB or PsdAB [21,39,40].
We have shown previously that signaling is proportional to transporter activity [20], and thus signaling
and resistance should also be directly coupled. However, the proposed target protection mechanism
of BceAB action may provide some clues as to the observed discrepancy between gene expression
and level of resistance. As discussed above, the physiological substrate for the transporter is the
antibiotic in complex with its cellular target, and the energy from ATP hydrolysis is presumably
used to break the antibiotic–target interactions and free the target [18,27]. For this process to lead to
effective protection, BceAB activity has to result in an equilibrium shift towards free target that is
sufficient to allow cell wall synthesis to continue. The freeing of the target therefore has to be fast
relative to the renewed binding of the antibiotic. However, according to our current understanding of
flux-dependent signaling, activation of the kinase will occur in proportion to ATP hydrolysis [19,20,26],
irrespective of whether this results in effective freeing of the target. Conceptually, signaling should
therefore be simpler to achieve, requiring only recognition of the substrate–target complex by the
transporter, whereas resistance additionally requires suitable kinetic properties of the transporter to
facilitate target protection.

Given our findings, a potential route for the evolution of resistance against other/novel antibiotics
by Bce-like modules may present itself. Considering the wide range of antibiotics that can be sensed
by Bce-like modules it is relatively likely that a novel antibiotic could also induce these systems, as we
observed here for laspartomycin C. As this already accomplishes the first step towards a functional
resistance module, it is conceivable that continued selection pressure, for example through clinical use
of a new antibiotic, would easily result in mutations that improve transport kinetics to the point where
the antibiotic is effectively removed from its target and resistance is achieved. While experimental
evolution of laspartomycin C resistance in B. subtilis was beyond the scope of this study, it will be
interesting to test this in the future, should larger quantities of laspartomycin C become available.

Since Bce-like resistance modules are widespread in Firmicutes bacteria, including in important
pathogens such as S. aureus and E. faecalis, the fact that laspartomycin C is able to induce these
modules poses a considerable risk that resistance against this antibiotic might develop faster than for an
antibiotic not already recognized as an inducer [24,25]. As such, further development of laspartomycin
C as a clinical drug candidate must address these inducing properties and eliminate them if possible.
More generally, testing a novel antibiotic for induction of known resistance systems may provide a
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fast, initial laboratory test for gauging the risk for developing resistance by adaptation from known
resistance systems.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Bacterial Strains and Growth Conditions

All strains used in this study are listed in Table 1. B. subtilis was routinely grown in MOPS media [41]
with added glucose (1.8% (w/v)) and tryptophan (0.05% (w/v)) at 37 ◦C and agitation at 220 rpm. Bacterial
growth was monitored as optical density at a wavelength of 600 nm (OD600). Solid media contained
1% (w/v) agar. Selective media contained chloramphenicol (5 µg/mL), tetracycline (12.5 µg/mL) or
kanamycin (5 µg/mL).

Table 1. Strains used in this study.

B. subtilis Strain Source/Reference

W168 trpC2 Laboratory stock
W168 PbcrC-lux [31]
W168 PliaI-lux [31]

W168 PbceA-lux [31]
W168 PpsdA-lux [33]
W168 bcrC::kan [31]

W168 ∆liaIH [31]
W168 ∆bceRSAB [20]
W168 ∆psdRSAB Intermediate strain to produce TMB1518 [42]

W168 ∆liaIH bceAB::kan [31]
W168 ∆liaIH bcrC::tet [31]

W168 bceAB::kan bcrC::tet PliaI-lux This work

4.2. Luciferase Reporter and IC50 Determination Assay

Stationary cultures were diluted 1:50 in fresh media and incubated for 5 h at 37 ◦C and 220 rpm.
The cultures were subsequently diluted to OD600 0.01 and loaded onto a black 96-well plate. Antibiotic
dilutions were added and measurements (OD600 and luminescence) were taken every 10 min for 12 h
in a CLARIOstar reader (BMG Labtech, Germany) at 37 ◦C. Lids were used to reduce evaporation.
Cultures were agitated in between measurements in the corner well meandering mode at 300 rpm.
All experiments were performed with the addition of 1.25 mM CaCl2. All experiments were performed
in six biological replicates, but the PliaI promoter activity, which was measured in five replicates.

4.3. Data Processing

All data were analysed with custom scripts using Python. Measurements were smoothed using a
median filter (window size = 3). Luminescence output was normalized to cell density by dividing each
data point by its corresponding blank-corrected OD600 value (RLU/OD). Dose response was measured
after one hour. The IC50 is defined as the minimal antibiotic concentration reducing the OD600 by 50%
in comparison to unperturbed growth and was measured 10 h after antibiotic challenge. The true IC50

was estimated via a linear fit between the measured concentrations neighbouring the IC50.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-6382/9/11/729/s1,
Figure S1: Kinetics of growth and luminescence of a B. subtilis strain harbouring the lux cassette under the PbcrC
promoter, Figure S2: Kinetics of growth and luminescence of a B. subtilis strain harbouring the lux cassette under
the PliaI promoter, Figure S3: Response of the Lia module in response to bacitracin challenge in our setup, Figure S4:
Kinetics of growth and luminescence of a B. subtilis strain harbouring the lux cassette under the PbceA promoter,
Figure S5: Kinetics of growth and luminescence of a B. subtilis strain harbouring the lux cassette under the PpsdA
promoter, Figure S6: Unperturbed doubling time of all strains used in this study, Figure S7: Growth kinetics of
deletion strains challenged with laspartomycin C, and Figure S8: Growth kinetics of deletion strains challenged
with friulimicin B.
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2.2. Growth rate dependency of cell wall targeting antibiotics

Depending on the stage of infection, growth behaviors of pathogens differ widely with e.g.
rapid growth in an acute stage of the disease but rather slow-growth in chronic infections
[146]. Together with the growth rate, the metabolic state of bacteria is carefully balanced
and needs to be readjusted continuously during growth [136, 138, 147, 148]. A reduction
of metabolic activity has often been shown to diminish susceptibility towards antibiotics
with e.g. stationary cultures, which have exhausted available nutrients and show no net
growth. This is especially worrisome in pathogens such as Klebsiella pneumoniae and
Mycobacterium tuberculosis, which were described to become tolerant in stationary cul-
tures against ampicillin and ciprofloxacin, as well as ofloxacin, sulbactam-ampicillin,
rifampin, and isoniazid, respectively [149, 150]. But also single cells with a reduced
metabolic activity can exhibit higher tolerance of antibiotics as so-called persister cells
[79]. For instance, single E. coli cells with an active SOS-response caused by DNA dam-
age were shown to be tolerant against ciprofloxacin, which targets DNA topoisomerases
[82]. While many examples of this dependency between growth rate, metabolic state and
antibiotic susceptibility are known [74, 78, 81], more sophisticated dependencies of re-
sistance on growth rate could arise from the cellular organization of targeted pathways.
Recently, an interesting growth dependence of ribosome targeting antibiotics has been
found. Greulich et al. showed that their activity can be both positively or negatively
correlated with growth rate [75]. The directionality of the trend depends on the binding
affinity of the antibiotic to the ribosome and is caused by the simultaneous increase of
ribosome content in fast growth and the decreasing potential to build more ribosome
(section 1.5.4, for more detail).

Research about the growth rate dependency of cell wall targeting antibiotics showed
that higher growth rate promoting media also increased the rate of killing by penicillin
[76]. Since then, the same effect has been observed for other penicillin-like antibiotics
[62, 145, 151, 152]. However, this phenomenon does not represent resistance but rather
tolerance, which describes the prolonged duration a bacterial culture can survive at an-
tibiotic concentrations above its MIC as indicated by an increased rate of killing [74, 78].
To my knowledge, the resistance of any cell wall targeting antibiotic has not been exam-
ined in its dependency on the growth rate to date.

An optimal dosage of antibiotics is key to prevent the further development genetic
resistances as to low concentrations fail to clear infections while to high concentrations
might leak into the environment and create an evolutionary benefit for resistant bacteria
[153, 154]. As the growth rate of pathogens can differ [146] a changing susceptibility
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dependent on growth rate could strongly influence this optimal dosage. Here, I set
out to examine the antibiotic susceptibility under varying growth rates for cell enve-
lope targeting antibiotics. For this, a range of antibiotics were tested that target the
cell wall synthesis via different routes, namely inhibition of PBPs and MraY as well as
sequestration of external lipid carriers.

2.2.1. Modulating growth rate with α-methyl glucopyranoside

One of the easiest ways to cultivate cultures at different rates is to change nutrient
quality with e.g. more kinds of amino acids to achieve faster growth rates or carbon
sources of different energy content [75, 155–157]. However, drastic changes in media
composition can have other drastic effects on the metabolism and can occur when widely
different media are used in the same assay such as the complex media tryptic soy broth
(TSB) and defined media such as minimal MOPS media. Similarly, the addition of more
and more kinds of amino acids for faster growth also alters the metabolic landscape
drastically as each supplied amino acid represses the biosynthesis machinery of its own
production [158]. This causes interference at many points of the metabolism, each of
which could cause growth rate independent changes and could lead to artifacts. To
avoid these effects a technique that only interferes at one point in the metabolism would
be preferable. For this, I used the glucose analogue α-methyl glucopyranoside (α-MG)
to regulate growth rate in media containing glucose as the sole carbon source. α-MG
competes with glucose for import by the permease PtsG (Figure 2.1a) but once inside the
cell it cannot be catabolized [159, 160]. PtsG is the main but not the only transporter
of glucose so that α-MG can inhibit most but not all import [160, 161]. If glucose is
used as the sole carbon source the growth rate is reduced by α-MG in a concentration-
dependent manner as shown with E. coli [162].

Minimal MOPS media with glucose as the sole carbon source was substituted with
varying concentrations of α-MG and exponential growth of B. subtilis was recorded.
This led to slower growth with increasing α-MG concentration (Figure 2.1b). Quantifi-
cation of growth rate showed that the addition of α-MG reduced the growth rate from
0.88±0.06 h-1 at 0% (w/v) α-MG to 0.32±0.02 h-1 at 3.6% (w/v) α-MG (Figure 2.1c).

When media containing fructose as the sole carbon source was used, addition of α-
MG lead to a small decrease of growth rate, however, not in a concentration-dependent
manner (Figure 2.1c, d). This marks fructose supplemented MOPS media as an excellent
control to ensure that any changes in the susceptibility are due to a diminished growth
rate and not by other effects caused by α-MG addition.
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Figure 2.1.: Growth inhibition by α-MG. (a) Under normal growth conditions most of the
glucose is imported via the sugar transporter PtsG. Addition of α-MG slows down growth since
it competes with glucose for import but cannot be utilized any further. Due the activity of minor
glucose transporters the growth rate cannot be reduced indefinitely by α-MG [160, 161]. (b,d)
Growth curves of B. subtilis in minimal MOPS media supplemented with glucose (b) and fructose
(d) (n≥22). (c) Growth rate as induced by α-MG addition. (n≥20)

2.2.2. Inhibition pattern of cell envelope targeting antibiotics

Here, a diverse set of cell envelope targeting antibiotics was examined for their growth
rate dependent activity. Therefore, great care had to be taken in choosing an assay that
accurately measures susceptibility in all growth conditions for all antibiotics. For this,
it was necessary to gain a detailed understanding of the inhibition patterns produced
by the antibiotics used here.

To examine the intrinsic, passive resistance a B. subtilis W168 carrying unmarked
deletions of all three endogenous Bce-like modules (bceRS-bceAB, psdRS-psdAB, and
yxdJK-yxdLM-yxeA (∆3bce)) was used in the following experiments. Cultures of this
strain were grown in minimal MOPS media with glucose for several generations to reach
steady-state exponential growth, in which all properties of the culture (cell number,
total mass, DNA etc.) increase exponentially at the same rate [163]. These were then
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2. Results

Figure 2.2.: Pattern of inhibition by cell wall targeting antibiotics. Growth curves of the
fastest growth condition challenged with vancomycin (a), laspartomycin (b), bacitracin (c) or
tunicamycin (d) at t=0. Dashed lines in red and blue indicate 6 and 10 doublings after antibiotic
challenge, respectively. Shaded areas depict 95% confidence intervals. (n≥3)

challenged with antibiotics and their growth (OD600) was monitored every 10 min. The
resulting growth curves showed that most of the antibiotics used here did not modulate
the growth rate as described for those that target ribosomes (Table 2.1) [75]. Instead, in
most cases a lag phase was induced, the duration of which was concentration dependent
as shown here for vancomycin (Figure 2.2a). This was also the case for ampicillin, nisin
and ramoplanin (Table 2.1, Figure S.1). Laspartomycin C exhibited a combined inhibition
pattern with a lag phase and a growth rate reduction – both concentration dependent
(Figure 2.2b). The lag phase induction seems to be a recurring inhibition pattern of cell
envelope targeting antibiotics, as it covers a great diversity of targets with lipid carriers
of the lipid II cycle (UP and lipid II) as well as the transpeptidation activity of PBPs.
Bacitracin, which targets the most abundant lipid carrier of the cycle (UPP) [3], did not
induce a lag phase but reduced the growth rate (Figure 2.2c). Finally, tunicamycin,
which inhibits MraY activity, showed the most distinct inhibition pattern with a very
rapid lysis/ growth rate reduction event after about 5 doublings of unperturbed growth
(Figure 2.2d).

Inhibition patterns observed in the absence of α-MG are observed in all α-MG con-
centrations tested here, as shown by the modulation of growth rate (Figure S.2).
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Table 2.1.: Pattern of inhibition of the cell envelope targeting antibiotics tested here.
*: IC50 as measured in MOPS with glucose as the sole carbon without the addition of α-MG.

antibiotic cellular target
IC50 in

pattern of inhibition
MOPS + Glc*

ampicillin PBPs 0.08µg/ml induces lag phase
bacitracin UPP 3.48µg/ml modulates growth rate

laspartomycin C UP 6.56µg/ml
modulates growth rate
and induces lag phase

nisin lipid II 32.7µg/ml induces lag phase
ramoplanin lipid II 0.27µg/ml induces lag phase

tunicamycin MraY 2.24µg/ml
growth arrest/lysis
after initial growth

vancomycin lipid II 0.09µg/ml induces lag phase

2.2.3. Design of a suitable assay for growth rate dependent susceptibility

With the gained knowledge about the inhibition patterns of the antibiotics used here a
suitable assay was selected. As some of the antibiotics were not bactericidal, a killing
assay as used by most other studies on growth rate dependent activity of cell envelope
targeting antibiotics was not suitable [62, 76, 145, 151, 152]. Similarly, measuring the
reduction of growth rate as used for ribosome targeting antibiotics [75] was inappropri-
ate, since only bacitracin solely reduces the growth rate in a concentration dependent
manner.

As all antibiotics lead to a reduction of growth (OD600) after a given time, a refined
IC assay was used. For this, growth curves of B. subtilis after antibiotic challenge were
monitored as before in the various media. Then, the antibiotic concentration reducing

Figure 2.3.: Inhibition by vancomycin (a) and tunicamycin (b) in slow growth. Growth
curves of the slowest growth condition challenged with vancomycin (a) or tunicamycin (b) at t=0.
Dashed, red and blue lines indicate 6 and 10 doublings after antibiotic challenge, respectively.
Shaded areas depict 95% confidence intervals. (n≥3)
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growth by 50% (IC50) was determined after a given incubation time. To compare fast
and slow-growing cultures without bias it was important that the cultures were in the
same state when this measurement was taken. If an absolute incubation time such as
5 h was used, fast growing cultures have reached a higher OD 600 than slow-growing
cultures and therefore might be in a different growth phase and in another metabolic
state. Furthermore, if a time point is chosen mid exponential phase in the fastest growth
condition, slow-growing cultures were not developed enough to accurately measure an
IC50 as shown here for vancomycin (Figures 2.2a & 2.3a, at the 5 h mark).

To compare the susceptibility at similar growth stages in all conditions the IC50 was
determined 6 doublings after antibiotic challenged as calculated by the growth rate of
an unperturbed culture in the same condition (red dashed line, Figures 2.2a & 2.3a).
This ensures a comparable growth phase and metabolic state across all conditions and
allows the activity of growth rate modulating and lag-phase inducing antibiotics as well
as any hybrid forms to be measured without introducing a bias. Due to the unique
inhibition pattern of tunicamycin, the IC50 could not be measured after 6 doublings in
most conditions, as the antibiotic takes effect around this time (red dashed line, Fig-
ure 2.2d & 2.3b). Since the inhibition becomes more apparent at later stages, the IC50

was measured after 10 doublings (beginning of stationary phase) instead (blue dashed
line, Figure 2.2d & 2.3b).

2.2.4. Susceptibility towards cell wall targeting antibiotics is largely independent of

growth rate

When measuring the susceptibility using the assay described above, a striking invari-
ability in activity of most cell wall targeting antibiotics became apparent (Figure 2.4a).
The only significant change in antibiotic activity was seen in bacitracin with an IC50

of 3.48±0.29µg/ml in fast growth and IC50 of 2.19±0.39µg/ml in slow growth (Fig-
ure 2.4b).

The average IC50 of ampicillin increased almost 2-fold from 0.08±0.02µg/ml in fast
growth to 0.16±0.05µg/ml in slow growth (Figure 2.4c). However, a similar trend was
observed in the fructose control (Figure 2.5).

Likewise, tunicamycin showed an insignificant decrease in susceptibility in slow growth
with 1.42±0.31µg/ml compared to 0.92±0.14µg/ml in fast growth (Figure 2.4d). But a
similar change from 2.23±0.25µg/ml with 3.6% (w/v) α-MG to 1.10±0.07µg/ml with-
out α-MG is observed in fructose supplemented MOPS media, in which α-MG had a
smaller effect on growth rate (Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.4.: Susceptibility towards cell wall antibiotics at different growth rates induced by
α-MG. (a) Dependence of the IC50 on α-MG concentration. Bars show the averaged IC50. Black
dots show single replicates. Statistical significance was calculated in relation to the fastest
growth condition using unpaired t-tests (*: p<0.05, equal variance). (b-c, e-h) Dependence of the
IC50 on growth rate 6 doublings after antibiotic challenge. (d) Dependence of tunicamycin’s IC50
on growth rate 10 doublings after antibiotic challenge. Lines show the averaged IC50. Shaded
areas display 95% confidence intervals. Dots show single replicates. (n≥3)
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Figure 2.5.: Susceptibility towards cell envelope targeting antibiotics at different α-MG
concentration in fructose supplemented media. Dependence of the IC50 on α-MG concentra-
tion. Bars show the averaged IC50. Black dots show single replicates. Statistical significance
was calculated in relation to the fastest growth condition using unpaired t-tests (*: p<0.05, equal
variance). Absolute values of susceptibility are given in table S.1. (n≥3)

Interestingly, all lipid II binding antibiotics tested (nisin, ramoplanin and vancomycin)
as well as laspartomycin C showed no change in activity (Figure 2.4e-h). It is to note that
no significant changes in antibiotic activity were observed in the fructose-control other
than with tunicamycin and ampicillin (Figure 2.5).

2.2.5. Media composition can have drastic effects on susceptibility

To see whether media composition has indeed as high of an influence on resistance as
suspected and to broaden the range of growth rates tested, susceptibility was also mea-
sured in LB media. Due to its diverging nutritional value and type, LB media might pro-
mote a distinct metabolic state that can influence susceptibility. In the setup used here
B. subtilis grew with a growth rate of 1.26 h-1 in LB. The trend of increasing resistance
with growth rate observed with α-MG of bacitracin was continued as the IC50 increased
from 3.48µg/ml in MOPS media without α-MG to 3.75µg/ml in LB media (Figure 2.6b).
The IC50 of both ampicillin and tunicamycin are similarly in the same range as measured
in MOPS media without α-MG at 0.07µg/ml and 1.00µg/ml, respectively (Figure 2.6a,
f). However, B. subtilis displayed a stark increase of the resistance towards lasparto-
mycin C, nisin, ramoplanin and vancomycin from the fasted growth condition in MOPS
to LB media, although these antibiotics did not show a growth rate dependency before
(Figure 2.6). While the IC50 of nisin and ramoplanin roughly doubles to 65.53µg/ml and
0.48µg/ml in LB, resistance towards laspartomycin C and vancomycin increases about
3-fold with IC50 of 18.41µg/ml and 0.30µg/ml, respectively.
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Figure 2.6.: Susceptibility in LB media differs drastically from the growth rate trend
observed in MOPS media. Dependence of the IC50 on growth rate 6 doublings (a-e, g) or
10 doublings (f) after antibiotic challenge. Bars show the averaged IC50. Dots show single
replicates. (n≥3)

2.2.6. Conclusion

To measure the growth rate dependent susceptibility towards cell envelope targeting an-
tibiotics, we developed an assay that (1) reduces nutritional effects of the media besides
growth rate on the metabolism and (2) ensures the same metabolic state of all conditions
for unbiased view of susceptibility.

Overall, a striking independence of susceptibility towards cell envelope targeting an-
tibiotics was found with the notable exception of bacitracin, to which B. subtilis showed
a 40% total increase in resistance over the entire growth rate range tested. While the
increase of resistance against bacitracin is significant the dependency is rather small
when compared to ribosome-targeting antibiotics which show a 500% total increase in
resistance over a similar range of growth rates.

As cell size increases with faster growth [142], which entails an increase in cell sur-
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face area and therefore PG demand, a high level of regulation is necessary to adjust the
PG synthesis machinery. As seen for ribosomes, this regulation can lead to different
susceptibilities towards antibiotics with changing growth rates [75]. As such a redistri-
bution of lipid carrier pool sizes or the emergence of other bottlenecks was also expected
for cell envelope targeting antibiotics. The nearly constant susceptibility across growth
rates seen here indicates a finely tuned and stable regulation of PG synthesis.

As a proof of concept susceptibility was also tested LB media, which differs drasti-
cally in nutritional composition from the other media used. Here, B. subtilis showed a
continuous trend between growth rate in MOPS media and LB towards some antibiotics
(ampicillin, bacitracin and tunicamycin). However, other antibiotics (lipid II binders and
laspartomycin C) displayed a considerable increase in the IC50 between MOPS media
and LB. The growth rate promoted by LB media exceeds the growth rate achieved by any
MOPS media tested here and the sudden increase of resistance with even faster growth
could be due to a dependency of higher order or the combination of opposing trends.
However, as the two media differ so drastically in nutritional composition this difference
might also be an artifact caused by a different metabolic state.
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2.3. Further insight into the susceptibility towards cell envelope targeting

antibiotics

During this work several other scientific questions around the resistance of B. subtilis

towards cell envelope targeting antibiotics presented themselves. For instance, while
α-MG was chosen in section 2.2 to modulate growth rate, many other studies alter
nutrient quality - especially amino acid content - to this end. Here, I investigated the
effect of selected amino acids on growth, the response of the Lia module and antibiotic
susceptibility. Furthermore, the origin of the common regrowth inhibition pattern of
cell envelope targeting antibiotics described in section 2.2.2 is investigated with a focus
on antibiotic degradation. The effect of inoculum size on nisin activity is examined.
Moreover, the effect of a reduced activity of single enzymatic functions in the lipid II
cycle on susceptibility was investigated with a combination of mathematical modeling
and experimental techniques. Finally, the conferred resistance of tmrB, a potential
tunicamycin resistance gene, is determined.

2.3.1. Effect of amino acids

Figure 2.7.: Growth and Lia-response in presence and absence of amino acids. Time depen-
dent growth (a) and Lia response as shown by the liaI promoter (b) in presence and absence of
amino acids. Shaded areas depict 95% confidence intervals. (n=10)

Many studies utilize nutrient quality as a means to modulate bacterial growth rate
[75, 155–157]. During preliminary testing inconsistencies of the stationary phase stress
response of most CESR modules, a well described phenomenon in B. subtilis growth,
became apparent [111, 164]. This stress response has been found to be induced by
so called cannibalism toxins, which are produced by a subpopulation of the culture
to lyse their unprepared siblings and utilize the released nutrients in order to delay
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the initiation of sporulation - a committed step to a lengthy and energy-intensive pro-
cess [90, 111]. These cannibalism toxins include sporulation delaying protein (SDP),
sporulation killing factor (SKF) and YydF, the latter of which has been shown to almost
exclusively trigger a Lia response [165, 166].

When growing a B. subtilis strain (∆3bce) containing a Lia reporter (PliaI-lux) in minimal
MOPS media the addition of five amino acids (arginine, histidine, methionine, proline,
threonine) had various effects. Not only grew B. subtilis better with the addition of amino
acids (Figure 2.7a) but the stationary phase stress response was eliminated (Figure 2.7b).
As this stress response is consistently induced in both minimal media (MSCE) as well as
(protein-)rich media (LB) [88, 111] this outcome was highly unexpected. To determine
whether this was a collective effect of the added amino acids or caused by a specific single
amino acid I supplemented the media with each amino acid individually and repeated
the experiment. The 5 amino acid mix increased growth rate 1.8-fold (Figure 2.8a).
Methionine, proline and threonine did not show a significant change in growth rate
compared to the condition without amino acids. Arginine showed the only significant
positive effect on growth rate, however, it only increased it 1.2-fold. Histidine even
decreased the growth rate 1.2-fold.

Figure 2.8.: Effect of selected amino acids on growth rate (a) and Lia response (b) in
B. subtilis. Stationary phase stress response was measured at the respective entry into station-
ary phase (5 doubling times after the begin of measurement). Black dots show single replicates.
Statistical significance was calculated in relation to the condition without (black (a&b)) and with
all five amino acids (red (b)) using two-sided unpaired t-tests (*: p<0.05, **: p<0.01, ***: p<0.001,
equal variance). (n≥7)

By measuring the luminescence 5 doubling times after the beginning of the experi-
ment (as calculated by the growth rate) I was able to extract a near maximal stationary
phase stress response for all conditions. This was a more reliable method than a fixed
time due to the varying growth rates (data not shown). With both histidine and pro-
line the liaI promoter was induced to the same level as in the absence of amino acids
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(Figure 2.8b). Addition of methionine led to the elimination of the stationary stress re-
sponse as with the 5 amino acid mix. Arginine and threonine showed a high variation
between replicates ranging from nearly uninduced levels to a full stress response. As
such, methionine seems to be the main component in the elimination of the stationary
phase stress response.

This elimination of the stationary phase stress response could be caused by one of
three mechanisms: changes in the metabolism caused by availability of methionine
might (1) enable a higher intrinsic resistance to cell envelope stress and therefore an-
tibiotics targeting the cell envelope, (2) inhibit Lia induction or (3) inhibit synthesis of
cannibalism toxins. To test the first two hypotheses I challenged the B. subtilis strain
used before with three well-described cell envelope targeting antibiotics, which also in-
duce the Lia module (bacitracin, nisin and vancomycin), in presence and absence of the
five amino acids.

Figure 2.9.: Presence of amino acids affects neither susceptibility against cell envelope tar-
geting antibiotics nor the antibiotic-induced Lia response. (a) The IC30 of key cell envelope
targeting antibiotics in the presence of different amino acids was determined 3 doubling times
after antibiotic challenge. All IC30 values were normalized by the IC30 measured without the ad-
dition of amino acids, which is given underneath the x-axis. (b) The Lia response induced by the-
ses antibiotics was measure 30 min after antibiotic challenge. Depicted are only measurements
taken with antibiotic concentrations just below the IC30 (bacitracin: 3.0µg/ml,vancomycin:
0.1µg/ml, nisin: 10µg/ml). Black dots show single replicates. Neither susceptibility nor Lia
response is significantly altered by addition of any amino acids (p>0.05, equal variance). (n≥2)

For this, exponentially growing cultures with the respective amino acids were chal-
lenged with antibiotic and growth (OD600) was measured every 10 min for the following
10 h. To resolve the susceptibility the inhibitory concentration leading to a growth re-
duction to 30% of an unperturbed culture (IC30) was determined during mid-exponential
phase (3 doubling times after antibiotic challenge). This did not reveal any significant
(p<0.05) changes in the IC30 (Figure 2.9a). However, the IC30 of bacitracin showed a not
statistically significant increase by 80% in presence of all five amino acids.
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Next, I investigated the Lia response towards these antibiotics in presence of amino
acids. The Lia response measured 30 min after antibiotic challenge was chosen for this
analysis, as it has been described to be close to maximal at this point [88, 89]. To show
the data more clearly the Lia response induced only by the antibiotic concentration just
below the IC30 is shown here. No significant changes between the presence or absence
of amino acids were observed (Figure 2.9b). This also reflects the induction of the full
range of antibiotic concentrations tested (Figure S.3).

Since neither susceptibility nor the induction of the Lia-response is affected by amino
acids, both a higher resistance against antibiotics and an inhibition of the Lia-response
are unlikely effects of amino acid addition. It would be interesting to see in the future,
if supplementing amino acids can inhibit the synthesis of cannibalism toxins at the
beginning of stationary phase in B. subtilis.

2.3.2. Degradation of selected cell wall targeting antibiotics

As described before in section 2.2, bacterial cultures challenged with certain cell wall
targeting antibiotics regrow with an unperturbed growth rate after a concentration-
dependent lag period (Figure 2.2a & S.1). This could be caused by a gradual deteri-
oration of antibiotics above inhibitory levels as longer periods are necessary to reach
sub-inhibitory levels the higher the initial concentration is. A high degradation rate
could therefore lead to the fast-paced regrowth pattern we observe for many antibiotics.
These experiments were performed by Dr. Jamie Tedeschi, who I instructed in microbi-
ological lab work.

To see whether degradation plays a large role for cell wall targeting antibiotics, the half-
life time of some of the antibiotics was determined in standard MOPS minimal media
in absence of a bacterial culture. The antibiotics include ramoplanin and nisin as they
exhibit the regrowth pattern and bacitracin, which is included as a control. The antibi-
otic was diluted with MOPS media and incubated as they would with a growing bacterial
culture (37�, 700 rpm) to replicate those conditions. After incubation times between
0-16 h a steady-state exponentially growing B. subtilis culture (∆3bce) was added and
growth (OD600) was monitored every 10 min (Figure 2.10a). The concentration of active,
i.e. not degraded antibiotic that induces a reduction of e.g. 30% in growth is constant for
each antibiotic. This concentration of active antibiotic is determined with a control that
skips the incubation step as the inhibitory concentration that reduces growth to 30%
of an unperturbed culture 5 h after antibiotic challenge (IC30). The observed inhibitory
concentration (OIC) is determined correspondingly in samples with incubation times of
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Figure 2.10.: Experimental procedure and data analysis of antibiotic degradation. (a)
Flowchart of the experimental procedure to determine degradation of antibiotics. Antibiotics
were incubated in MOPS media for 10 min to 16 h. The antibiotic-containing media was sub-
sequently inoculated with exponentially growing B. subtilis culture and growth was monitored
every 10 min. The OIC30 was determined after 5 h. The IC30 of the same antibiotics were de-
termined as a control with the same experimental procedure, but skipping the incubation step.
(b) Exemplary dependence of IC30 and OIC30 at low (left) and high (right) degradation rate of the
antibiotic. Notice the higher OIC5h

30 at higher degradation rate.

the antibiotic between 10 min and 16 h. As the initial concentration of antibiotic in the
media is known, the rate of degradation of each antibiotic can be determined via the
difference of IC30 and OIC30 (Figure 2.10b).

In the control without prior incubation of the antibiotic the IC30 was determined as
3.3µg/ml, 20.9µg/ml and 0.38µg/ml for bacitracin, nisin and ramoplanin, respectively
(Figure 2.11a). In case of bacitracin prolonged incubation of up to 16 h had little impact
on the OIC16h

30 as it showed only a 1.2-fold increase relative to the control without pre-
incubation. However, this incubation period had a much stronger effect on nisin, which
displays a 5.8-fold increase of the OIC16h

30 . Interestingly, this degradation does not appear
to take place at a constant rate but within the first 40 min in particular as the OIC40min

30

was almost as high as after 16 h of incubation (117.4µg/ml to 120.7µg/ml). For better
visualization the half-life time of the antibiotic in the first 40 min and the subsequent
∼15 h of incubation was calculated (Figure 2.11b). Indeed, while the half-life time of
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Figure 2.11.: Ramoplanin and nisin show a diphasic degradation pattern in MOPS minimal
media. (a) OIC30 was measured 5 h after inoculation. Statistical significance was calculated
in relation to no prior incubation using two-sided unpaired student’s t-tests (*: p<0.05, equal
variance). (b) Half-life times calculated between measurements of incubation times 0 h and
40 min as well as 40 min and 16 h. Bars represent the average. Black dots show single replicates.
(n≥3)

nisin was 0.27 h in the first 40 min, degradation slowed down afterwards to 403.7 h.
Ramoplanin showed a similar behavior as nisin with a 2.1-fold increase of the OIC16h

30 .
Most of this was degraded within the first 40 min as can be seen on the half-life times of
1.0 h and 44.4 h in the first 40 min and the following ∼15 h, respectively.

This diphasic degradation pattern of nisin and ramoplanin hints towards an active
degradation process when they first come in contact with MOPS minimal media. Due
to the absence of bacteria during the incubation step, a biological degradation of these
antibiotics is improbable. However, the degradation could be caused by the pH level of
the medium or by a reaction of the antibiotics with a compound in the medium.

2.3.3. Inoculum effect of nisin

As shown in the previous section, time can have a significant effect on antibiotic activity
through degradation. However, when an infection is left untreated and the pathogen
is free to replicate, the additional time of growth can also have an effect on antibiotic
susceptibility. The longer the infection is untreated, the higher is the cellular density
of the pathogens. This can generate an inoculum effect as García et al. found that the
concentration of disinfectant needed to effectively kill a bacterial culture increases with
the density of the culture [124]. This dependency is caused by a reduced amount of
disinfectant per cell at high cellular densities. Several cell envelope targeting antibiotics
sequester lipid II cycle intermediates, which have to be blocked by approx. 50% for
an inhibitory effect [3]. As such, an increase in cell number could dilute the available
antibiotic to a point were less then 50% of lipid II cycle intermediates are blocked per cell
at antibiotic concentrations, which are inhibitory to less dense cultures. As this makes
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a similar inoculum effect possible for lipid carrier targeting antibiotics, the susceptibil-
ity towards the lipid II-binding antibiotic nisin was determined at different inoculum
sizes. For this the IC30 of a B. subtilis culture was determined at different initial cellular
densities.

Figure 2.12.: Resistance towards nisin increases drastically at high cell densities. IC30
of cultures challenged with nisin at OD600 0.02 to 0.1 measured after 5 h. The IC30 increases
1.5-fold from OD600 0.02 to 0.1. (n=1)

Indeed, the IC30 5 h after nisin challenge increased from 9.6µg/ml at OD600 0.02 to
14.9µg/ml at OD600 0.1. While further replicates are required for a reliable data set
these results show a clear increase of the IC30 of about 1.5-fold with a 5-fold increase
of inoculum size. As described by García et al. this is presumably not caused by
antibiotic deactivation but a distribution of the antibiotic across a higher concentration
of lipid carrier that would have to be sequestered for effective inhibition [124]. This
indicates that biologically relevant changes in the availability of lipid carrier might affect
the activity of antibiotics that target them. This is further investigated in the following
section.

2.3.4. Lipid II deletion mutants and the effect on susceptibility

The mechanism of action of antibiotics targeting the lipid II cycle is generally to bind
and sequester a lipid carrier to reduce the total substrate in the cycle and slow it down
consequentially. We have found that the efficiency of an antibiotic to slow down the
PG synthesis rate not only scales directly with the binding affinity to its target but also
with the target pool size [3]. This means that the higher the portion of the targeted to
the total lipid carrier pool the more efficient can the antibiotic block PG synthesis [3].
While the distribution of lipid carriers is fixed in unperturbed wild-type bacteria it can
be modulated by addition of other antibiotics or the deletion of genes involved in the
lipid II cycle. To examine this further, Hannah Piepenbreier modified the mathematical
model of the lipid II cycle used in [3] to predict the antibiotic concentrations needed to
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reduce PG synthesis by 50% dependent on a reduction of enzymatic function in UPP-
dephosphorylation and transglycosylation (Figure 2.13; Hannah Piepenbreier, personal
communication).

Figure 2.13.: Reduction of (a) UPP-dephosphorylation and (b) transglycosylation functions
deferentially affect susceptibility towards PG synthesis targeting antibiotics according to
the model. The relative reduction of antibiotic concentration needed to reduce PG synthesis
by half is plotted against a reduction in enzymatic activity. Personal communication: Hannah
Piepenbreier.

With this a reduction of UPP-dephosphorylation activity was predicted to mainly re-
duce the concentration needed of the UPP binding antibiotic bacitracin to critically in-
hibit PG synthesis (Figure 2.13a). The concentration needed for inhibition of PG syn-
thesis of lipid II binding antibiotics, such as nisin, ramoplanin and vancomycin, was
reduced to a lower extent. Furthermore, a reduction of dephosphorylation activity by
more than 60% was predicted to be lethal without addition of antibiotics.

In contrast to this a reduction of transglycosylation activity was predicted to have a
great effect on the activity of lipid II-binding antibiotics but to hardly impact bacitracin
action (Figure 2.13b).

To verify these results in vivo a similar reduction of enzymatic activity was required.
However, as antibiotics targeting the enzymes of UPP-dephosphorylation and transgly-
cosylation are not too common a finely tuned reduction of enzymatic activity is much
more complicated in vivo. Both, the UPP-dephosphorylation and transglycosylation
functions are performed by redundant enzymes, which means that in case of inhibi-
tion of one enzyme another can fulfill this function at least partly. However, as these
redundant enzymes are not mainly evolved to maintain this function a reduction in
enzymatic activity is plausible. Therefore, strains carrying deletions of non-essential
UPP-dephosphorylation and transglycosylation enzymes were tested for susceptibility
towards bacitracin, vancomycin, ramoplanin and nisin.
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One of the non-essential enzymes is BcrC, which catalyzes the dephosphorylation
of UPP [26, 27]. In its absence or during cell envelope stress UppP is expressed and
replaces/supports BcrC-activity [28]. As BcrC is the main UPP-phosphatase a ∆bcrC

deletion strain should have a reduced UPP-dephosphorylation activity compared to the
wild-type.

The transglycosylation function of B. subtilis is heavily redundant with 2 SEDS glyco-
sylation proteins (RodA, FtsW) and 4 bifunctional PBPs [22, 23]. While the two SEDS
proteins, which are assumed to function in the elongasome and divisome, are essential,
the bifunctional PBPs are not [167]. As these are thought to mainly act in cell envelope
repair [24] their deletion does not necessarily reduce the transglycosylation function in
any substantial manner.

Of the four class A PBPs only a deletion of ponA has a noticeable effect on growth, as
growth rate is decreased slightly and the morphology of colonies is changed [167]. Its
gene product PBP1a/1b (ponA) has been found to predominantly localize at the septum
[168]. PBP4 and PBP2c (gene products of pbpD and pbpF, respectively) localize at the
septum to a lower extent and at randomly positioned foci at the lateral cell wall [168].
PBP2d (pbpG) is only expressed during sporulation [169].

Figure 2.14.: Growth (a) and growth rates (b) of deletion mutants in cation-adjusted MHB
media. Shaded areas depict 95% confidence intervals. Black dots show single replicates. Statis-
tical significance was calculated in relation to the ∆3bce strain using two-sided unpaired t-tests
(*: p<0.05, **: p<0.005). (n≥4)

To minimize the effect of stress response modules a B. subtilis strain that carried dele-
tions of all bce-like modules was utilized. In this background (∆3bce), bcrC or either of
the four class A PBP genes was deleted. Deletion of most of these genes had little effect
on growth (Figure 2.14a). Only a ∆ponA deletion resulted in a strong growth defect as
has been described before in a wild type strain (Figure 2.14b) [167].
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The susceptibility was determined via minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) mea-
surements in MHB. For this exponentially growing cultures were challenged with an
antibiotic dilution series and growth (OD600) was measured after 24 h. The antibiotic
concentration leading to a growth reduction of ≥90% in comparison to no antibiotic was
considered as the MIC similar to a traditional MIC measurement, where the absence of
growth is determined by eye.

Laspartomycin C, which targets UP, was included in this assay as a control, since
these deletions should have only a small effect on the UP pool size. First the MICs of all
antibiotics used here were measured in the ∆3bce strain (Figure 2.15a). Subsequently,
the MIC of other strains was compared to these values. The ∆bcrC deletion strain
showed higher susceptibility towards bacitracin and nisin with a reduction of the MIC to
20% and 33% of the wild type level, respectively (Figure 2.15b). The MIC of vancomycin
was also reduced to 75% although without being significant. The ∆pbpD, ∆pbpF and
∆pbpG strains did not show any significant changes in the MIC compared to the ∆3bce
strain (Figure 2.15c-d). In contrast, the ∆ponA deletion strain behaved similarly as
∆bcrC with a decrease of the MICs of bacitracin and nisin to 32% and 25%, respectively
(Figure 2.15f). Again, the MIC of vancomycin was also reduced to 75% without being
statistically significant. In all strains the MIC of laspartomycin C was largely unchanged.

Figure 2.15.: MIC measurements of selected antibiotics in lipid II cycle pertubed B. subtilis
deletion strains. (a) Measurements in the ∆3bce strain without lipid II cycle perturbation.
Measurements of other strains are normalized to these values. (b) ∆bcrC strain. (c) ∆pbpD
strain. (d) ∆pbpF strain. (e) ∆pbpG strain. (f) ∆ponA strain. Black dots show single replicates.
Statistical significance was calculated in relation to the ∆3bce strain using two-sided unpaired
t-tests (**: p<0.005). (n≥3)
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As the MIC in the ∆bcrC strain is reduced to 20% of the MIC in the wild type, the
reduction of UPP-dephosphorylation activity in the ∆bcrC strain can be estimated to
around 50% with the help of the model (Figure 2.13a). With this, the model predicts
a decrease in the MIC of nisin to around 40% and in the MICs of vancomycin and
ramoplanin to around 65%. While our experimental data of nisin and vancomycin is in
accordance with model prediction, ramoplanin does not seem to be affected. Overall,
the mathematical model predicted the changes in susceptibility caused by a reduction
of UPP-dephosphorylation activity quite well. The missing reduction in ramoplanin re-
sistance could be due to precision errors of the relatively inaccurate MIC measurements
due to long incubation times after antibiotic challenge.

The transglycosylation activity of the ∆pbpD, ∆pbpF and ∆pbpG strains seems not
to be affected much, as no significant changes in the MICs are observed. This is not
the case for ∆ponA. Judging by the 75% reduction of the nisin MIC compared to the
wild type, the reduction of transglycosylation activity can be estimated with the model
to around 35% in the ∆ponA deletion strain (Figure2.13b). With this a reduction in
the MIC by 50% for vancomycin and ramoplanin and by 2% for bacitracin is predicted.
However, this is not in accordance with the measured in vivo MICs. This might be a
result of the specialized activity of ponAs gene product PBP1a/1b. While the model
assumes a uniform reduction of transglycosylation activity, PBP1a/1b was described to
fulfill a repairing function [24, 34] rather than cell growth. As such, a deletion of ponA

would not necessarily lead to a reduction of transglycosylation activity at all.

2.3.5. Tunicamycin resistance

In 1986, Hashiguchi et al. found that overexpression of tmrB induces tunicamycin re-
sistance in B. subtilis [170, 171]. Since then, TmrB has been identified as a hydrophilic
protein with an amphiphilic α-helix and a Walker A ATP-binding pocket [48]. Later,
tunicamycin was shown to directly bind TmrB and that tunicamycin resistance is also
developed when Bs-tmrB in overexpressed in an otherwise tunicamycin-sensitive E. coli

strain [172, 173]. More recently, the TmrB-homologue TmrD of Deinococcus radiodu-

rans was crystallized revealing structural similarity to CPT of Streptomyces venezuelae,
which confers resistance against the ribosome-targeting antibiotic chloramphenicol by
phosphorylation [174]. As such, TmrB is the founding member of the tunicamycin-
resistance protein family, which are thought to be kinases conferring resistance against
tunicamycin [174].

So far, only overexpression of tmrB has been studied and it is unclear whether TmrB
also protects B. subtilis from tunicamycin at wild type expression rates. To test this,
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Figure 2.16.: TmrB confers only little resistance against tunicamycin. IC30 values were
determined 5 h after antibiotic challenge in stready-state exponential growth. Black dots show
single replicates. Statistical significance is depicted with * (Student’s t-test: p<0.05, equal
variance). (n=3)

tmrB was deleted in a B. subtilis background devoid of bce-like modules (∆3bce) to pre-
vent interactions of other resistance modules. Both strains (with and without tmrB)
were challenged with tunicamycin at steady-state exponential growth and the IC30 was
determined after 5 h (Figure 2.16).

Interestingly, the ∆tmrB strain is significantly less resistant than the wild type (Stu-
dent’s t-test: p<0.05, equal variance). However, the change of the IC30 was small with
7.6 to 9.1µg/ml. Growth of both strains, also after tunicamycin challenge, was very
similar (Figure S.4). As most other resistance modules confer a much higher resistance
at wild type expression levels [57] it seems unlikely that protection against tunicamycin
is the main function of tmrB. As tunicamycin resistance was only observed in tmrB-
overexpressing strains [170, 171], the provided protection might rather be an off-target
effect of TmrB.
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3.1. Active resistance determinants in B. subtilis

The development of active resistance mechanisms in clinical pathogens is one of the
most pressing issues of our time. This section explores the resistance modules of the
cell envelope stress response in B. subtilis and their potential evolutionary path. In this
regard, the response of Bce-like modules to laspartomycin C are highlighted, as these
modules are widespread in the Firmicutes phylum, which contains important clinical
pathogens. Furthermore, the potential resistance determinant TmrB for tunicamycin is
discussed.

3.1.1. Predisposed resistance against laspartomycinC

The calcium-dependent lipopeptide laspartomycin C is a novel antibiotic, that targets
the lipid carrier UP. Here, we monitored the natural cell envelope stress response of
B. subtilis after laspartomycin C challenge and compared it with the stress response in-
duced by friulimicin B, which is also a calcium-dependent lipopeptide and targets the
same lipid carrier. While friulimicin B was known to induce only the σM module [44],
we found that laspartomycin C additionally activates the Lia and both of the Bce-like
resistance modules tested here (BceRSAB and PsdRSAB).

As the activation of a resistance module in presence of an antibiotic is only the first
step of functional resistance, we wondered whether these resistance modules also pro-
tect B. subtilis from damage caused by friulimicin B and laspartomycin C. For this, single
and double deletion strains of either a target of the resistance module (bcrC and liaIH

in case of σM and Lia, respectively) or the resistance determinants themselves (in case
of Bce and Psd) were constructed. Interestingly, the susceptibility of all deletion strains
towards both friulimicin B and laspartomycin C were identical to the wild type.

While the absence of protection conferred by the activated resistance modules is reas-
suring, we have to be mindful about a potential facilitated evolution of these modules to
provide said protection. Bce-like resistance modules sense antibiotics with membrane-
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bound targets such as the lipid carrier UPP (bacitracin) and SdpI (cannibalism toxins)
[91, 111]. The antibiotic is recognized in complex with its target by specialized ABC-
transporters (e.g. BceAB), which are able to sever this interaction [87, 109]. This sepa-
ration is directly coupled with ATP hydrolysis, the energy of which is presumably used
for antibiotic detachment [87, 109]. However, while ATP hydrolysis is needed for signal
transduction, the effective removal of the antibiotic is not. This means, that while the
signal transduction is flux-dependent, i.e. dependent on the activity of the transporter,
a functional protection mechanism is not required. As such, a disparity between signal-
ing, which only requires the binding of antibiotic-target complex by the transporter, and
effective release of the target, which would lead to resistance and would require more
specific kinetic properties of the transporter, is plausible.

The substrate-specificity of BceAB-like transporters is mainly determined by a large
extracellular loop in the C-terminal region of the BceB-like protein [126]. As seen by
the induction of both modules, these loops in BceB and PsdB are capable of recognizing
laspartomycin C. While the detachment of laspartomycin C from its target is not func-
tional so far, few amino acid substitutions in the large extracellular loop might change
the kinetic properties of the BceAB-like transporters enough to allow effective laspar-
tomycin C detachment. This suggests that the evolution of BceAB-like transporters to
provided protection against laspartomycin C is facilitated if they are induced by it.

Bce-like modules are well researched in B. subtilis and are widespread in the Firmi-
cutes phylum, which includes important pathogens such as Staphylococcus aureus and
Enterococcus faecalis [106, 107]. Since the Bce-like modules in other Firmicutes species
are similar to the ones in B. subtilis, they might also be able to recognize laspartomycin C
and therefore facilitate the evolution of conferred resistance. Furthermore, other Bce-like
modules might already be equipped to provide protection against laspartomycin C. As
such, further development of this novel antibiotic as a medicinal drug candidate should
explore modifications of the antibiotic to prevent the induction of Bce-like modules to
avoid an increased risk of resistance. This is of particular interest as the phenomenon of
induction without conferred resistance by Bce-like modules occurs also for other antibi-
otics like actagardine with PsdRSAB of B. subtilis [91]. As such, the risk of developing
resistance against these antibiotics is similarly high.

Besides the Bce-like modules, the σM- and Lia-modules of B. subtilis were also in-
duced by laspartomycin C. Since σM is essential in B. subtilis, we tested whether BcrC
confers resistance against either of the two lipopeptide antibiotics as it is highly induced
by friulimicin C [44] and catalyzes the dephosphorylation of UPP, which produces the
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target of the two antibiotics - UP [63, 64]. While we found that BcrC does not provide pro-
tection against either laspartomycin C or friulimicin B, other members of the σM-regulon
might do so.

In general, every induced resistance module could expand its regulon to entail proteins
that provide protection against the antibiotic in question. In case of laspartomycin C,
this might be an UP-flippase, that shuttles extracellular UP to the inner surface of the
membrane. As this UP-flippase would reduce the accessible UP, laspartomycin C would
need to be more highly concentrated to sequester enough lipid carrier to effectively slow
down the lipid II cycle as illustrated for lipid II binding antibiotics [3]. However, this
would require the existence of an UP-flippase, which has not been identified so far and
the slow flipping rate of UP might rather indicate a passive flipping mechanism [3, 29].

While the cell envelope stress response of B. subtilis does not seem to be able to provide
protection against the novel antibiotic laspartomycin C at this point its further evolution
to acquire a working resistance mechanism seems to be on the horizon. An antibiotic
that does not induce the cell envelope stress response modules despite targeting the lipid
II cycle is tunicamycin. In the following section TmrB, a potential resistance determinant
against tunicamycin, is discussed.

3.1.2. Tunicamycin resistance

TmrB is the founding member of a protein family termed tunicamycin-resistance, which
are thought to be kinases conferring resistance against tunicamycin [174]. However,
while TmrB overexpression has been shown to confer resistance against tunicamycin
[170, 171] it has not been examined if TmrB also does so when expressed at natural
levels.

Here, a tmrB deletion strain was shown to be significantly more susceptible (p<0.05)
to tunicamycin than tmrB containing B. subtilis strain. Although the difference is sig-
nificant, the IC30 in the deletion strain is with 16% only marginally lower than the IC30

of the strain containing tmrB (Figure 2.16). As most other resistance modules confer a
much higher resistance (e.g. BceRSAB confers 50-fold resistance against bacitracin [57])
it seems implausible that the main function of tmrB is tunicamycin resistance under
wild type conditions. As all previous experiments used overexpressed TmrB [170, 171]
the observed tunicamycin resistance could be an off-target function of TmrB. As such,
the main function of TmrB remains elusive. One possibility is that TmrB confers resis-
tance against another antibiotic with structural similarities to tunicamycin. However,
this remains to be tested.
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3.2. Growth rate dependency of cell envelope targeting antibiotics

The location and stage (acute vs. chronic) of an infection can have great impact on
the growth speed of a pathogen ranging from very rapid to very slow [146]. As such,
knowledge about the effect of growth rate on susceptibility is vital for an optimal antibi-
otic treatment to ensure both a speedy recovery and minimal dosage to prevent further
development of resistance. Recently a non-trivial dependency of susceptibility towards
ribosome targeting antibiotics and growth rate has been uncovered [75]. However, al-
though the growth rate dependent susceptibility towards β-lactam antibiotics has been
examined a number of times [62, 145, 151, 152], all of these studies have (inadvertently
or not) focused on tolerance rather than resistance [78].

In this work the growth rate dependent resistance of the gram-positive bacterium
B. subtilis against a wide range of different cell envelope targeting antibiotics was exam-
ined. Measuring a dependency of growth rate provides the challenge that every technique
to modify the growth rate of a culture can have secondary effects that might introduce ar-
tifacts. For instance, growth rate can be modulated via antibiotics, temperature, as well
as quality (e.g. different carbon sources) and quantity (concentration) of nutrients. As
the presence of one antibiotic can significantly change the susceptibility towards other
antibiotics [175], their use as growth rate modulators is unsuitable for measuring an-
tibiotic susceptibility. While the use of different growth temperatures is an easy-to-use
method for growth-rate modulation, cell size has been reported to be almost indepen-
dent of temperature [136]. As cell size and with it PG demand is assumed to be driving
factors of a potential growth rate dependency of cell envelope targeting antibiotics, this
technique was also unsuitable for our question at hand.

This leaves nutrient availability to control the growth rate of B. subtilis. To maximize
growth rate in natural environments and to outcompete rivaling microorganisms, bac-
teria have evolved to utilize the most energy-rich nutrients first, independent of their
concentration with e.g. the carbon catabolite repression system [176]. As such, when
a medium provides a small amount of high-energy nutrient (e.g. glucose) and higher
amounts of lower-energy nutrients (e.g. fructose), B. subtilis will not grow with an in-
termediate growth rate. Instead, B. subtilis will grow very quickly at first while utilizing
glucose. Then growth will stop when glucose is depleted as the bacteria reorganize their
metabolism to utilize fructose (diauxic shift) to subsequently resume growth with a re-
duced growth rate on fructose. In this process the culture looses its steady-state due to
the diauxic shift and the remodeling of the metabolism. As such, in our assay all nutri-
ents had to be supplied in excess to retain steady-state exponential growth throughout
the measurement.
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To further reduce artifacts through changing osmolarity, pH or nutrient quality as
much as possible we decided to modulate growth rate in MOPS minimal media with
changing concentrations of α-MG. As a glucose-analogue α-MG competes with the sugar
for import and thereby decreases the intracellular glucose concentration and finally
growth rate (Figure 2.1). To control for an influence of the α-MG concentration on sus-
ceptibility all experiments were repeated in the same media, but with fructose as the
sole carbon source instead of glucose. Susceptibility was also measured in LB media,
which differs widely in nutritional value and type, and is not controlled in osmolarity or
pH, to see whether it follows the same trend as in heavily controlled media compositions.

Interestingly, only bacitracin showed a significant change in susceptibility in MOPS
minimal media with changing growth rate (Figure 2.4). This same trend of decreasing
susceptibility with faster growth continues in LB media (Figure 2.6). However, In con-
trast to ribosome targeting antibiotics this change seems rather small as Greulich et
al. observed an increase by up to 500% in susceptibility [75], while the susceptibility
towards bacitracin reduces by only 40% in slow growth compared to fast growth.

Both ampicillin and tunicamycin depicted a insignificant change in activity under
changing growth rates (Figure 2.4c, d). Given the high standard deviation and simi-
lar trends in fructose supplemented MOPS media, in which α-MG has a smaller effect
on growth rate, it appears to be an artifact created by α-MG addition. This might be
caused by an increased osmolarity of the media with increased α-MG addition as both
antibiotics induce cell lysis (Figure 2.2d) [62] and the increased osmotic pressure of the
medium might have a stabilizing effect on ampicillin- and tunicamycin-damaged cells.
Susceptibility of B. subtilis towards both antibiotics is very similar in MOPS and LB me-
dia (Figure 2.6a, f).

The susceptibility towards lipid II binding antibiotics (nisin, ramoplanin and van-
comycin) as well as laspartomycin C remained unchanged over the entire range of growth
rates tested in minimal MOPS media. However, B. subtilis displays a 1.8- to 3.3-fold in-
crease in resistance against lipid II binding antibiotics and laspartomycin C from the
fastest growth condition in MOPS media to LB (Figure 2.6c-e, g). This leads to the ques-
tion whether the sudden increase of resistance in LB is caused by an increase in growth
rate in combination with a non-continuous correlation of growth rate and susceptibility
(e.g. opposing trends) or by growth rate independent changes in the media. While cell
size is known to depend linearly on growth rate [177], the regulation of involved genes is
too complex to easily deduce a type of correlation for susceptibility and growth rate. This
can be facilitated with a mathematical model of the lipid II cycle that depicts changes in
growth rate and will be discussed below.
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Greulich et al. have studied the susceptibility of ribosome targeting antibiotics in de-
pendency of growth rate using MOPS minimal media supplemented with either glucose
or glycerol and amino acids to control growth rate [75]. A closer look reveals that while
the growth rate dependency of each antibiotic is similar with both sugars, the trend
curves of cultures grown in glucose-supplemented media display higher resistance than
cultures grown in glycerol-supplemented media [75]. This indicates a dependence of
susceptibility on the nutritional quality (e.g. type of supplemented sugar) in addition
to growth rate. As the differences between MOPS media and LB are far greater than
just the substitution of one sugar, the differences we see in the susceptibility might be
entirely caused by the composition of the media and not the growth rate.

The sudden increase of resistance between MOPS media and LB might also be caused
by an inconsistent dependence of susceptibility on growth rate. This inconsistency could
be caused by opposing trends that might allow an unchanged resistance at slow growth
rates (in MOPS media) but a higher capability of the PG synthesis machinery to with-
stand antibiotic attacks during fast growth (LB). If this was the case B. subtilis would
be expected to also be more resistant to lipid II binding antibiotics and laspartomycin C
in other media promoting a fast growth rate. To test this a range of faster growth rates
should also be tested. For this, and to reduce further effects of media composition, the
MOPS minimal media could be supplemented with a range of canonical amino acids to
increase the overall growth rate. When glucose is used as the sole sugar in this modified
media, a fine-tuning of growth rate should still be possible with addition of α-MG. Here,
a continuous trend of susceptibility in MOPS media with and without amino acids would
not necessarily be expected. However, both, a range of slower growth rates and a range
of faster growth rates, would shed light on the dependency of susceptibility.

A strong dependency on growth rate such as seen for some ribosome targeting an-
tibiotics could provide an advantage in the treatment of infections with extreme growth
rates [75]. For example kanamycin, which is 6-fold more active in slow growth, could be
very effective to clear slow-growing chronic infections. However, as e.g. other antibiotics
display the opposite trend, medical personnel has to be mindful about which antibi-
otic to administer for each infection and stage of the infection as the pathogens growth
rate might be subject to fluctuations. As medical personnel are overworked [178] the
requirement of additional analysis of infections puts further strain on highly stressed
workers.

The independence of cell envelope targeting antibiotics observed here suggests a sim-
ilar independence in other gram-positive bacteria, including important pathogens such
as Staphylococcus aureus and Clostridium tetani. This would facilitate the application
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of cell envelope targeting antibiotics as a medicinal drug, since the growth rate of the
pathogen does not have to considered for dosage. While susceptibility towards bacitracin
is dependent on growth rate, its magnitude seems negligible.

3.2.1. Proposal of a growth rate dependent mathematical model of the lipid II cycle

The knowledge of growth rate dependencies is important for the optimal selection of an-
tibiotics in clinical practice. A deeper understanding of the underlying principles could
guide further development of clinical drugs to exploit arising bottlenecks in metabolic
pathways. The processes involved in the adaptions to different growth rates are very
complex as they encompass the required PG synthesis output, expression profiles of
involved enzymes and the interaction between the antibiotic and its target. To aid our
understanding of these processes and their interaction a mathematical model can be
utilized. As a model of the lipid II cycle in B. subtilis already exists [3], this can be mod-
ified in the future to adjust for growth rate dependent changes.

Demand of cell wall material

To determine the demand of cell wall material in dependency of the growth rate three
aspects have to be considered: (1) cell wall thickness, (2) cell surface, which is deter-
mined by cell size, and (3) growth rate itself as the entirety of one cell wall sacculus has
to be produced within one doubling.

The membrane-wall ratio of Bacillus megaterium has been found to be fairly consistent
over generation times of 23 to 86 min [179] indicating that the cell wall thickness is
constant over different growth rates. As a close relative to B. megaterium, a change in
cell wall thickness of B. subtilis in dependence of growth rate would not be expected.

Variations in the cell size of a bacterial cell as well as the cell’s composition under
different growth rates was extensively studied in diverse model organisms [136, 155,
179]. With this, a set of bacterial growth laws was developed, which describes the
cell size expansion of faster growing cells compared to slower growing ones. These
describe growth rate-dependent adaptations in the growth-related processes as DNA
replication and protein biosynthesis [138, 147, 180, 181]. Consequently, the process of
cell wall synthesis has to follow similar growth rate-dependent variations to adapt the
production of the cell wall to the expanded cell size of faster growing cells. Since the
cell wall surrounds the whole bacterial cell, the growth rate-dependent variations in cell
surface area should determine the demand of peptidoglycan – the major component of
the bacterial cell wall – under different growth rates.
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In fact, it was shown for E. coli that variations in the cell surface area by a factor of
∼2.3 within doubling times of 25 to 190 min implicate a 2.2-fold difference in the amount
of PG per cell comparing the fastest and the slowest generation time [182]. To estimate
the PG amount in B. subtilis in the growth conditions used here the cells dimensions
should be measured under a microscope and used to calculate the surface area. As
variations in the cell area implicate a similar variation in the PG amount per cell an
average PG amount per cell can be estimated for every growth condition.

Finally, balanced growth requires the production of one equivalent of a cell envelope
during one doubling time as each daughter cell needs to have a complete cell wall after
division. With the PG amount per cell and the growth rate the required PG synthesis
rate can be determined. This means, that in fast growth the required PG synthesis rate
increases due to two processes: (1) Bigger cells have higher surface areas and therefore
require more PG molecules per cell and (2) the doubling time shortens which leaves less
time to synthesize the equivalent of one cell envelope.

Adaptions to expression profiles

While fast-growing bacteria are expected to require a high PG synthesis rate, slow-
growing bacteria need to preserve energy. As such the rate of PG synthesis needs to be
closely regulated to match the demand.

As the lipid II cycle is made up of individual enzymatic reactions each one needs to
be regulated. The rate of an enzymatic reaction depends on the biochemical properties
of the enzyme as well as the availability of substrates and the abundance of enzymes
according to Michaelis-Menten kinetics. The biochemical properties of the involved en-
zymes are fixed as they are always transcribed from the same genes. The substrates
are produced through enzymatic activity so that their availability scales directly with
the enzyme abundance. This leaves the abundance of enzymes as a parameter for PG
synthesis rate that can be modulated through differential gene expression.

As described in section 1.5.4 in more detail, the production of proteins changes in
dependency of growth rate. While the concentration of constitutively expressed proteins
decreases in faster growth, regulated expression of proteins can drastically change this
behavior. As the expression of enzymes involved in the lipid II cycle is highly regulated
[28, 93, 140, 183, 184], modeling this aspect would require detailed insights into these
mechanisms. Instead transcriptomic and proteomic data from previous studies can be
used to determine the abundances of relevant proteins. However, the proteomic data
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available does not provide the abundances of all enzymes involved in the lipid II cycle
[147, 185]. Fortunately, the mRNA-abundance of all relevant enzymes for PG synthesis
has been measured [140]. As such, translation of these mRNAs could be modeled and
compared with available proteomic data. With this approach an approximate enzyme
abundance can be determined, which can be used in turn to establish lipid carrier abun-
dances.

Taken together, a mathematical model of the lipid II cycle that incorporates growth
rate dependent changes could illustrate how B. subtilis meets the increased demand of
peptidoglycan. This could help to understand why susceptibility only to bacitracin and
not to any other cell wall targeting antibiotics is growth rate dependent.

3.3. Effect of amino acids

During the course of this work selected amino acids were examined for their effect on
B. subtilis growth. As bacteria can cease energy-intensive amino acid synthesis when
they are supplied, faster growth was expected in their presence. Interestingly, while the
combined addition of arginine, histidine, methionine, proline and threonine lead to an
1.8-fold increase of growth rate only arginine significantly increased growth rate when
added separately and that even to a lower extent (Figure 2.8a). While most other amino
acids did not generate a significant effect on growth, histidine even decreased growth
rate 1.2-fold. Therefore, the growth rate increase of each amino acid separately cannot
explain the effect generated by all of them combined. As such the fast growth is rather
a collective effect. Since amino acids are mostly used in translation, which requires the
availability of all amino acids, it is comprehensible that the presence of a single amino
acid might have little impact.

The diverging effect on growth rates when different amino acids are supplied is quite
enigmatic. They might arise from the energy needed to produce them in sufficient
amounts for translation. However, in B. subtilis the average energy cost per amino acid
correlates almost linearly with the frequency that this amino acid is used in proteins
[186]. This means that relatively cheap amino acids are much more commonly used than
energetically expensive amino acids. Therefore, the overall energy that can be saved by
extracellularly available amino acids should be relatively similar for both energetically
cheap and expensive amino acids.

Another possibility is that some of the amino acids used here can be catabolized while
others cannot. However, to my knowledge the only amino acid used here that cannot be
catabolized by B. subtilis is threonine [187–190], which generates similar responses as
the other amino acids.
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The differences we see might also arise from the cells ability to repress the respective
biosynthesis machinery. When amino acids are supplied in the media E. coli has been
shown to downregulate the respective biosynthesis pathways [158]. In B. subtilis the
addition of canonical amino acids (CAA) induced a 30-fold reduction in the arginine
biosynthesis genes, however other amino acid biosynthesis pathways (e.g. methionine,
threonine and histidine) were less effected [191].

Additionally to the differences in growth a strong repression of the stationary phase
stress response by the five amino acid mix and methionine alone was observed. This
stress response has been found to be induced by cannibalism toxins that are produced
by a subpopulation of B. subtilis in order to gain access to more nutrients and delay
sporulation [90, 111, 164]. The non-producing subpopulation does not express specific
resistance determinants and are damaged by the cannibalism toxins. As these target
the cell envelope an induction of CESR modules can be observed [111].

Possible causes of the observed elimination of the stationary phase stress response
in the presence of methionine are (1) a higher intrinsic resistance to cell wall stress
and therefore antibiotics targeting the cell envelope, (2) inhibition of Lia induction or (3)
inhibition of cannibalism toxins synthesis.

As the activity of other cell envelope targeting antibiotics is not affected significantly in
the presence of different amino acids (Figure 2.9a), it is unlikely that B. subtilis possess
a higher intrinsic passive resistance against these types of antibiotics. However, it is
to note that the antibiotics tested here mainly target PG synthesis, while cannibalism
toxins- like YydF - predominantly disturb membrane integrity [166]. As such, the in-
duced changes might be more specific to the membrane and reduce YydF activity more
prominently.

The same antibiotics were used to observe Lia induction. As with susceptibility, no
significant changes of Lia induction were observed with different amino acids supple-
mented (Figure 2.9b). This negates a reduced capability of the Lia module to be activated
in presence of the tested amino acids.

This leaves a potential inhibition of cannibalism toxin synthesis by methionine to be
explored. While this was not tested here, a yydF reporter strain (PyydF ) growing in
media supplemented with different amino acids could shed light on the activation of
cannibalism toxin synthesis in these conditions.

Spo0A and with it sporulation and synthesis of cannibalism toxins has been found to
be repressed by excess glucose in protein-rich media [164, 192]. As such a repression
of Spo0A in protein-poor media containing glucose with the addition of amino acids
makes sense. However, it remains elusive why methionine might have an effect while
the other amino acids tested here do not. Given that Spo0A activity is repressed when
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both glucose and amino acids are present, supplement of both sugars and amino acids
might have a repressing effect on Spo0A. Since B. subtilis can use methionine as the sole
sulfur source for growth [193] its addition might reduce Spo0A induction. However, as
the stationary phase stress response is also induced in MCSE media, which contains
25.47 mM SO4

2- [111] an addition of 3.35 mM methionine would not be expected to
alleviate sulfur shortage in a MOPS minimal media background containing 2.86 mM
SO4

2- [194]. In any case, it would be interesting to see if methionine does indeed repress
YydF synthesis and if it has a similar effect on sporulation.

3.4. Origin of regrowth-dominated inhibition pattern

Most of the antibiotics used in this work display a regrowth dominated inhibition pattern
(Section 2.2.2). Here, not fully perturbed bacterial cultures first exhibit a concentration
dependent lag period, before growing normally with the same growth rate as an un-
perturbed culture. This is the case for ampicillin and the lipid II binding antibiotics
(section 2.2.2). Laspartomycin C and friulimicin B induce both a concentration depen-
dent lag period and growth rate reduction.

All of these antibiotics (ampicillin excluded) target the lipid II cycle and are therefore
expected to induce the same ultimate damage, which is the reduction of PG synthesis.
As such the induced growth kinetics would be expected to be similar as well. The dif-
ferences we see here might reflect general differences on how they affect PG synthesis
or originate from moonlighting effects on other pathways. For instance, tunicamycin,
which induces a rapid lysis event after ∼5 doublings of unperturbed growth, has been
shown to also bind TagO, a homolog of MraY involved in wall teichoic acid synthesis
[8]. Furthermore, its inhibition of an enzyme rather than a lipid carrier as the other
antibiotics used here might affect inhibition kinetics.

More general mechanistic origins should not be disregarded. If the antibiotics used
here were quickly deteriorating, antibiotic concentrations would lose activity and cease
to inhibit bacterial growth. As higher antibiotic concentrations would need longer until
they fall below inhibitory concentrations the observed lag-phase would be concentration
dependent. This would result in inhibitory patterns similar to the ones we observe.
For this reason, the bacteria-independent degradation of some of the antibiotics used
throughout this work was investigated.

Here, nisin and ramoplanin showed an interesting degradation pattern with a short
half-life time of 0.27 h-1 and 1.0 h-1 in the first 40 min, respectively (Figure 2.11). Both
antibiotics were much more stable in the following ∼15 h with half-life times of 403.7 h-1

and 44.4 h-1, respectively. This diphasic degradation hints towards an active degrada-
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tion process when they first come in contact with MOPS minimal media. As no bacterial
culture is present during the incubation step, an antibiotic degrading resistance module
of the bacteria is improbable. While the initial pH of MOPS minimal media is neutral
and nisin has been described to be more stable in acidic conditions [195] a pH induced
degradation is unlikely, as the buffering capacity of the media would not allow such a
drastic drop of the pH that degradation could cease. If the pH was driving antibiotic
degradation it would not do so at two different rates. Another possibility is that a com-
ponent of the MOPS minimal media reacts with the antibiotics. However, no component
seems to have fitting chemical properties or is present in reasonable concentrations.

It is to note that bacitracin, which does not induce regrowth, has a more homogeneous
degradation than ramoplanin and nisin, which display a regrowth dominated inhibition
pattern. However, the degradation of all antibiotic was relatively low for the majority
of the experiment with half-life times exceeding the the duration of the measurements.
This cannot explain the regrowth after long lag phases as observed in Figure 2.2, S.1.
While half-life times of nisin and ramoplanin are in the correct range within the first
40 min, they can only explain the regrowth within that same time frame.

Another possible origin of the regrowth-dominated inhibition pattern might lie in the
experimental setup used in this work. In IC assays it is vital that all cultures are in a
similar growth phase. However, unperturbed cultures reach stationary phase relatively
quickly. As these were used as a control and normalized against, the IC measurements
were taken during mid-exponential phase of the control to prevent a bias or artifact.
If the IC measurement is taken too soon after antibiotic challenge little differentiation
has occurred between antibiotic concentrations. To allow for an optimal timing between
antibiotic challenge, IC measurement, and stationary phase, a long exponential growth
is vital. To achieve this, bacterial densities close to the lower sensitivity of the plate
reader devices were chosen.

While this was necessary to achieve precise and unbiased IC measurements it might
have created a contorted view of the inhibition pattern generated by many of the antibi-
otics used here. Since the bacterial density is close to the lower sensitivity threshold
of the plate reader a further reduction by e.g. lysis would not necessarily be visible
(Figure 3.1). This means that a maintained low OD600 could be generated by both a lag
phase as well as lysis.

Of the antibiotics used here ampicillin, nisin and vancomycin are described to have a
bactericidal effect, which would lead to a decrease of bacterial density below the lower
sensitivity threshold after antibiotic challenge [62, 196, 197]. As not the entire culture
is killed the surviving bacteria are able to regrow. The duration until surviving bacteria
have reached measurable densities would increase with antibiotic concentrations as
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3.4. Origin of regrowth-dominated inhibition pattern

Figure 3.1.: Model of the potential impact of a loss of inital bacterial density close to
the sensitivity threshold. (a) True growth curves of a bacterial culture challenged with a
bactericidal antibiotic at a low density close to the lower sensitivity threshold (blue) of the used
device. (b) Measured growth curve of the same culture shown in (a).

these would lead to fewer surviving cells.

The last antibiotic in this work displaying a purely regrowth-dominated inhibition
pattern is ramoplanin, which is described to only show bactericidal effect at high con-
centrations. While its MIC has been measured at 2µg/ml in Staphylococcus aureus, the
minimal bactericidal concentration was determined at 4µg/ml in the same study [50].
Ramoplanin concentrations used in the present work did not exceed 3µg/ml and the
MIC was measured here as 0.19µg/ml in B. subtilis. As such it is difficult to discern to
which extend ramoplanin exhibits bactericidal activity in our experiments.

To my knowledge laspartomycin C, which generates a mixed inhibition pattern with
both a lag phase and growth rate reduction, has not been tested on its bactericidal
activity so far.

The type of antibiotic activity of bacitracin is controversial as it has been described as
entirely bacteriostatic [198] as well as bactericidal at high concentrations [199]. With
this, the effect of bactericidal activity on inhibition patters is difficult to determine. How-
ever, as bacitracin generates a purely growth rate reducing inhibition pattern a strong
bactericidal effect of bacitracin seems unlikely.

With the current information the origin of the regrowth dominated inhibition pattern
cannot be fully elucidated. While degradation rates of nisin and ramoplanin seem to be
sufficiently high to generate the observed inhibition pattern at the beginning of the mea-
surements, it quickly slows down to half-life times that do not support the hypothesis.

While it is possible that cell lysis has been misidentified as a lag phase, the classi-
fication of antibiotics as bacteriostatic and bacteriocidal is often controversial or has
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3. Discussion

not been investigated so far. As of yet tangible evidence for this hypothesis is lacking.
However, experiments could easily be performed by repeating the IC measurements but
increasing the initial cell density at antibiotic challenge. The higher initial concentra-
tion would allow the measurement of a reducing optical density directly following the
antibiotic challenge. If a lysis event occurs the regrowth-dominated inhibition pattern
was indeed caused by a bacteriocidal effect of antibiotics.

3.5. Impact of antibiotic degradation on susceptibility as measured here

In most assays conducted in this work the susceptibility of cultures is compared at
the same time after antibiotic challenge, which ultimately led to the same amount of
degradation in all samples and did not cause a bias. Only in assays examining growth
rate-dependent susceptibility the IC is measured after varying times (section 2.2). Here,
a high degradation rate could lead to reduced active antibiotic concentrations during
slow-growth. However, as the period with a high degradation rate is short (and might
be overestimated with 40 min as there was no measurement between 10 and 40 min)
its impact on the different growth conditions is relatively similar. Furthermore, as long
half-life times apply for the majority of the experiment a degradation-dependent bias is
not probable.

3.6. Lipid II deletion mutants and the effect on susceptibility

Based on the mathematical model of the lipid II cycle published in [3], Hannah Piepen-
breier has predicted to which extent a reduction in enzymatic activity within the lipid
II cycle would effect the susceptibility towards lipid carrier targeting antibiotics. This
work focuses on the transglycosylation activity that inserts new PG building blocks into
growing PG strands and the dephosphorylation of UPP, which is important for lipid car-
rier recycling.

Here, a reduction in UPP-dephosphorylation activity was predicted to have a stronger
effect on bacitracin susceptibility than it has on vancomycin, ramoplanin or nisin activity
(Figure 2.13a). This is mainly caused by the increased portion of lipid carrier molecules
that are present as UPP. Therefore, UPP binding by bacitracin and further reduction
of UPP-dephosphorylation is facilitated. However, as UPP entails over 75% of the total
lipid carrier molecules in the cycle a further increase easily absorbs a large proportion
of the other pools [3]. This can quickly slow down the whole lipid II cycle and therefore
facilitate inhibition by lipid II-targeting antibiotics.
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3.6. Lipid II deletion mutants and the effect on susceptibility

Experimentally, the UPP-dephosphorylation activity was reduced via a bcrC deletion
strain, as BcrC is the main enzyme executing this activity [26–28]. While UppP and YodM
can also dephosphorylate UPP, a lower reaction rate was expected. Susceptibility of this
deletion strain was compared with a strain expressing bcrC (Figure 2.15b). The MIC of
bacitracin was reduced by 80% in the deletion strain while the MIC of nisin and van-
comycin were reduced by 67% and 25%, respectively. However, susceptibility towards
ramoplanin was unchanged. This fits quite nicely with the mathematical model, as the
greatest reduction in resistance was predicted to occur towards bacitracin followed by
nisin and finally vancomycin and ramoplanin. The missing reduction in ramoplanin
resistance in the bcrC deletion strain could be due to precision errors of the relatively
inaccurate MIC measurements due to the long incubation times.

When considering the model prediction for a reduced transglycosylation activity, the
resistance towards lipid II binding antibiotics is much more affected by a reduction of
enzyme activity than bacitracin (Figure 2.13b). This is caused by an increase of the lipid
II pool that facilitates binding of vancomycin, ramoplanin and nisin as transglycosylating
enzymes utilize lipid II as a substrate. As the pool size of lipid II in unperturbed bacterial
growth is very small, a several-fold increase has only little effect on the total distribution
of lipid carrier. Therefore, the PG synthesis rate and with it antibiotics that do not target
lipid II are less affected by a reduction of transglycosylation activity.

Even though nisin, vancomycin and ramoplanin have the same target, nisin is much
more affected by a reduction in enzymatic activity (Figure 2.13). This is likely caused
by the binding-mode of the antibiotics, since nisin binds lipid II as a monomer while
ramoplanin and vancomycin do so in a cooperative manner [129, 200].

An in vivo reduction of the transglycosylation activity was more complicated than the
reduction of UPP-dephosphorylation activity as there are six known proteins catalyzing
this step. While the two SEDS proteins are essential for growth, the class A PBPs are
not. Similar to bcrC above, the respective genes were deleted to investigate a reduction of
transglycosylation function. The deletion of either PBP4 (pbpD), PBP2c (pbpF ) or PBP2d
(pbpG) had no significant influence on the susceptibility towards any of the antibiotics
tested here (Figure 2.13c-e). However, a PBP1a/1b (ponA) deletion reduced the MIC
towards nisin and vancomycin by 75% and 25%, respectively. Interestingly, the MIC of
bacitracin also decreased by 68% while the measured ramoplanin MIC even increased
by 30%. As a reduced transglycosylation activity was predicted to lower the resistance
towards all lipid II binding antibiotics but hardly affect bacitracin susceptibility these
results do not match the model.

The large discrepancy between the model predictions and the MIC measurements
of the ∆ponA strain might be a result of the specialized activity of the gene product
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3. Discussion

PBP1a/1b. While the model assumes that the transglycosylation function is reduced to
the same extent across the cell and for all enzymes, this is not necessarily the case in
vivo. PBP1a/1b is believed to mainly execute repairs at thin patches of the cell enve-
lope and to play only a minor role in the divisome [24, 34]. Therefore, in its absence
the lipid carrier pool size distribution might not be changed significantly. However, a
challenge with antibiotics used here is likely to produce thin patches in the cell envelope
that would normally be repaired by PBP1a/1b resulting in higher susceptibility without
altering lipid carrier pool size distributions.

The well predicted reduction of MICs in the bcrC deletion strain indicates that a re-
duction in UPP-dephosphorylation activity and the entailed redistribution of lipid carrier
pools might have a significant effect on antibiotics targeting the lipid II cycle. However,
none of the other strains tested here corroborate this, which is presumably caused by
the selection of tested enzymes. When comparing the number of enzymes involved in
UPP-dephosphorylation (3) and transglycosylation (6) it becomes apparent that the latter
is much more redundant in B. subtilis. Furthermore, BcrC is considered the main acting
enzyme for its catalysis while the PBPs tested here perform less systemic functions. As
such, a deletion of pbpD, pbpF or pbpG is likely not having any substantial effect on the
overall transglycosylation activity in the cell and cannot be used to answer the question
at hand.

Slight adjustments to the assay could greatly improve the data quality and lead to less
ambiguous results. These adjustments mainly include a more precise assay such as
IC measurements and a more refined selection of transglycosylating enzymes. For the
latter the SEDS enzymes RodA and FtsW seem a good choice. While they are essential,
which prohibits a deletion approach as used here, an induced inhibition strategy (e.g.
with CRISPRi) would be feasible.

In conclusion, the research presented here has given an insight into the complex inter-
play of enzymes and substrates within the lipid II cycle and antibiotics targeting them.
As a reduction in enzyme activity can also be mediated by antibiotics these findings
reinforce the idea that a combinatorial administration of antibiotics targeting the lipid
II cycle can lower the overall antibiotic concentration needed for an effective inhibitory
effect. Pursuing this project with the adaptions mentioned here to the experimental
setup can further our knowledge in the inner workings of the lipid II cycle and inform
research into the development of lipid II cycle targeting antibiotics as clinical drugs.
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4. Conclusion

By analyzing the susceptibility of the gram-positive bacterium B. subtilis towards a vast
range of cell envelope targeting antibiotics, this thesis has shown a remarkable inde-
pendence of antibiotic activity on environmental conditions.

The first project focused on the cell envelope stress response triggered by the novel an-
tibiotic laspartomycin C. Interestingly, while it induced all CESR modules of B. subtilis,
none of them were able to provide any resistance. The absence of conferred resistance
appears promising for laspartomycin C’s further development as a clinical drug. How-
ever, the triggered stress response might indicate a facilitated evolution of the induced
resistance modules to provide protection against this novel antibiotic.

The very similar antibiotic friulimicin B, which also targets the lipid carrier UP, only
triggers the σM module. As such, a comparative biochemical analysis of the antibiotics in
combination with the resistance modules in question might shed light on the specific in-
teractions that allow the sensing of laspartomycin C, while friulimicin B goes undetected.

The required peptidoglycan synthesis rate is expected to fluctuate to a high degree
between slow and fast growth conditions as the size of the cell and with it the cell
envelope increases at high growth rates. As such, the peptidoglycan synthesis needs
to be heavily regulated, which could lead to shifting bottlenecks in different conditions
and might heavily affect the activity of cell envelope targeting antibiotics. In this work,
the susceptibility of B. subtilis towards cell envelope targeting antibiotics was found to
be remarkably independent of the growth rate.

This poses the question how the regulation of the cell wall synthesis is organized to
create such a highly stable pathway. Extending the previously published mathematical
model of the lipid II cycle of B. subtilis [3] to adjust for growth rate and the entailed
changes to the cell wall could reveal the required changes to the synthesis apparatus.
Understanding this regulation could uncover why the activity of most cell envelope tar-
geting antibiotics are not subject to growth rate dependent changes while bacitracin
activity increases to a small extend in slow growth. Furthermore, this research might
reveal if small changes to bacitracins biochemical properties could intensify this depen-
dency as a new tool to fight chronic bacterial infections.
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5. Materials and methods

Strains and growth conditions

Bacillus subtilis was routinely grown at 37� with agitation (220-250 rpm) in the same
media as was later used for assays. Solid media additionally contained 1.5% (w/v)
Difco� agar. In selective media chloramphenicol (5µg/mL), tetracycline (12.5µg/mL) or
kanamycin (5µg/mL) were added.

Table 5.1.: Strains used in this work. All strains were based on B. subtilis W168. ∆3bce:
∆bceRSAB* ∆(yxdJKLM yxeA)* ∆psdRSAB*. * signifies a clean deletion.

strain genotype constructed by/reference
W168 trpC2 Laboratory stock
GFB0020 ∆3bce sacA::pBsC3lux (PliaI-lux) Annika Thorhauer
GFB0088 ∆3bce tmrB::spec Annika Thorhauer
TMB1518 ∆3bce [201]
TMB423 PbcrC-lux [27]
TMB1617 PliaI-lux [27]
TMB1619 PbceA-lux [27]
TMB2120 PpsdA-lux [111]
TMB3410 bcrC::kan [27]
TMB1151 ∆liaIH* [27]
TMB1461 ∆bceRSAB* [43]

TMB1466 ∆psdRSAB*
Intermediate strain to
produce TMB1518 [201]

TMB2127 ∆liaIH bceAB::kan [27]
TMB2128 ∆liaIH bcrC::tet [27]
TMB1629 bceAB::kan bcrC::tet PliaI-lux Carolin Höfler
BKK31490 pbpD::kan trpC2 [202]
BKK10110 pbpF ::kan trpC2 [202]
BKK37510 pbpG::kan trpC2 [202]
BKK22320 ponA::kan trpC2 [202]
GFB0154 ∆3bce bcrC::kan sacA::pBsC3lux (PliaI-lux) Angelika Diehl
GFB0155 ∆3bce pbpF ::kan sacA::pBsC3lux (PliaI-lux) Angelika Diehl
GFB0156 ∆3bce pbpG::kan sacA::pBsC3lux (PliaI-lux) Angelika Diehl
GFB0157 ∆3bce ponA::kan sacA::pBsC3lux (PliaI-lux) Angelika Diehl
GFB0158 ∆3bce pbpD::kan sacA::pBsC3lux (PliaI-lux) Angelika Diehl
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Media

LB ((1% (w/v) tryptone, 0.5% (w/v) yeast extract, 1% (w/v) NaCl) and Mueller Hinton
Broth (Sigma, 70192, prepared as instructed) were autoclaved before usage. MOPS
buffered minimal media was prepared as described [194]. Tryptophan was added at
0.05% (w/v) due to auxotrophy of the strains. Either glucose (1.8-2.3% (w/v)) or fructose
(2% (w/v)) were use as carbon sources. Growth rate-reduction was achieved by addition
of Methyl α-D-glucopyranoside (Sigma, 60940). If amino acids were used they were
concentrated at 0.05% (w/v) (histidine, methionine, proline, threonine) or 0.2% (w/v)
(arginine).

IC measurements

To measure the susceptibility exponentially growing cells in steady-state were used. For
this a single colony was picked from a plate and grown in the respective media overnight
with selection. All cultures were inoculated very weakly as to prevent reaching stationary
phase in the morning as to ensure true steady-state exponential growth. In the morning
these cultures were then diluted 1:1000 in prewarmed rich media or 1:100/to OD600

0.05 in prewarmed minimal media. When these cultures reached an OD600 of about 0.5
they were diluted in fresh, prewarmed media to OD600 0.005 (or 0.05 in the victor2 (plate
reader) due to a high detection limit). These were then aliquoted in a 96-well plate with
200µl per well and 10µl antibiotic dilution was added per well to achieve the desired
concentration. After antibiotic challenge the measurement was started without delay.
Growth (OD600) and luminescence were measured every 10 min for 10-48 h, dependent
on the project. Cultures were agitated between measurements (table 5.2). If the plate
reader allowed a lid it was used, if not the spaces in between the wells were filled with
water.

Table 5.2.: Plate readers used in this work. Shaking times were set to the maximum possible.
device manufacturer shaking mode speed
victor2 Perkin Elmer, US 2 mm, linear normal
SPECTROstar Nano BMG Labtech, Germany double orbital 700 rpm
FLUOstar Omega BMG Labtech, Germany corner well meandering 300 rpm
CLARIOstar BMG Labtech, Germany corner well meandering 300 rpm
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5. Materials and methods

Degradation measurements

Antibiotic degradation was measured in similar assays as ICs. A bacterial culture that
was used at various times to fill the well plate was kept in steady-state exponential
growth at 37� and 220 rpm throughout the experiment. This culture was repeatedly
used to inoculate MOPS media in the well plate that contained antibiotic.

First, the entire well plate was first filled with 100µl MOPS media per well. Sub-
sequently, antibiotic dilution was added to every well. For the first run, the bacterial
solution (100µl, OD600 0.01) was only added in one set of wells per antibiotic. The mea-
surement was started and left running as described above. After a certain incubation
time had passed another set of wells per antibiotic was filled with bacterial solution
(100µl, OD600 0.01) and the measurement was restarted. This way the antibiotic in not
yet inoculated wells had time to degrade in the absence of bacteria.

The observed inhibitory concentration reducing growth to 30% of growth of an unper-
turbed culture (OIC30), was measured 5 h after inoculation similar to the IC measure-
ments.

MIC measurements

Overnight cultures in MHB were diluted 1:1000 and further incubated for growth at
37� and 220 rpm for 3 h. Cultures were then diluted to OD600 0.005, dispensed with
200µl per well in a 96-well plate and challenged with antibiotic dilution series. The
plate was covered with breathable membrane and incubate at 37� and 1000 rpm in a
well plate shaker-thermostat (PST-60HL-4, Biosan, Latvia). The OD600 was measured
in a plate reader (victor2) after 24 h. The lowest antibiotic concentration leading to less
than 10% of unperturbed growth was determined as the MIC.

Data processing

All data was processed with python scripts (V3.8).
OD600 of cultures was background corrected by subtracting OD600 values of sterile

media of the same type. Growth and luminescence data was smoothed with a median
filter over a window size of 3. Luminescence data is normalized by its corresponding
OD600 values. Growth rates are determined between the timepoints of first reaching
OD600 0.05 and 0.2. To detect susceptibility the inhibitory antibiotic concentrations
leading to a reduction in growth to 50% (IC50) were determined at a specific timepoint
during mid-exponential phase. This timepoint should be late enough to allow easy dif-
ferentiation of the strength of antibiotic inhibition but before the control culture reaches
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stationary phase as this leads to artifacts. After extraction of OD600 values of a given
replicate all were normalized by the growth of the unperturbed culture. The antibiotic
concentrations inhibiting growth to just more and just less then 50% of the control were
fit linearly to estimate the concentration inhibiting the culture to exactly 50%.

In some cases the IC30 was determined, which represents the antibiotic concentration
reducing growth to 30%. IC30 and IC50 differ only marginally as the IC50 is slightly
higher. However, ratios and trends remain the same between the two.

Isolation of chromosomal DNA from B. subtilis for transformation

The strain of which chromosomal DNA was to be prepared was used to inoculate 3 ml LB
culture and incubated at 37� with agitation (220-250 rpm) overnight. On the next day
2.5 ml of this culture was mixed 1:2 with SC buffer (0.15 M NaCl, 0.01 M Sodium citrate,
pH 7.0). Subsequently, cells were harvested by centrifugation (5 min, 8000 rpm, RT).
The pellet was resuspended in 1 ml SC buffer. 100µl of 2µg/ml lysozyme was added,
mixed well and incubated for 15 min at 37�. Afterwards, 1 ml 4 M NaCl was added. The
entire solution was filtered with a 0.45µm filter. 100µl of this was used for B. subtilis

transformation.

Transformation of B. subtilis

B. subtilis was grown overnight at 30� on LB agar plate. In this work, all transfor-
mations were performed with the strain GFB0020 (table 5.1). In the morning 10 ml of
medium 1 (prewarmed to 37�) was inoculated with cells from the plate to OD600 0.2
and incubated at 37�, 250 rpm for 3 h. 10 ml medium 2 (prewarmed to 37�) was added
and further incubated for 2 h. 400µl of this culture was transferred to a 2 ml tube and
100µl isolated chromosomal DNA was added. 50µl of the culture was plated under
selective pressure after further incubation for 1 h at 37� at 250 rpm.
All transformations were verified by colony PCR.

Medium 1
10 ml basic salts

120µl 40% (w/v) Glucose
400µl 0.5% (w/v) Tryptophan
60µl 1 M MgSO4·7H2O
10µl 20% (w/v) Casaminoacids
5µl 2.2 mg/mL Ferric ammonium citrate

(kept dark)

Medium 2
10 ml basic salts

120µl 40% (w/v) Glucose
60µl 1 M MgSO4·7H2O
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5. Materials and methods

Basic salts (can be prepared in advance and autoclaved)
2.0 g/l (NH4)2SO4

14.0 g/l K2HPO4
6.0 g/l KH2HPO4
1.0 g/l Na3-citrate·2H2O
0.2 g/l MgSO4·7H2O

Colony PCR

Using the same tip a colony from a transformation plate was streaked onto a new plate
and subsequently smeared into a PCR tube with 15µl dH2O. This was microwaved for
8 min. 1µl was used as a template per 15µl reaction mix.
Annealing temperature and elongation time were chosen appropriately for the given
template.

Reaction mix
313µl dH2O
7.5µl dNTPs
7.5µl 10µM Primer forward
7.5µl 10µM Primer reverse

37.5µl Taq polymerase buffer
1.88µl Taq polymerase

Program
1. inital denaturation 95� 5 min
2. denaturation 95� 45 s
3. annealing * 45 s
4. elongation 72� *
5. final elongation 72� 5 min

Steps 2.-4. were repeated 34 times
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Table 5.3.: Oligonucleotides used in this work.

ID Nucleotide sequence (5’ -> 3’) Description
GF0922 TTCTCGGCTACAATGTCAGC DpdpD-up-fwd
GF0923 AGGCGTTTATCAAAGCCTTC DpdpD-up-rev
GF0924 GAAGGCTTTGATAAACGCCT DpdpD-do-fwd
GF0925 GCATAAATTGCAGACACCGT DpdpD-do-rev
GF0926 CACCAGGTGACGGTAAAATA DbcrC-up-fwd
GF0927 TGTATGCACTGTATGCGCAA DbcrC-up-rev
GF0928 TTGCGCATACAGTGCATACA DbcrC-do-fwd
GF0929 TATATGTGTTGGCGAAGCGA DbcrC-do-rev
GF0930 GATGAGTTGGAAGAAACAGC DponA-up-fdw
GF0931 AGATGGATCGACATCAGATT DponA-up-rev
GF0932 TTGGCTACACACCGCAATAT DponA-do-fdw
GF0933 TCCTGTTAAAACGGGAGGTT DponA-do-rev
GF0934 CCTTTCGAGGCTGTATTCAT DpdpG-up-fdw
GF0935 TGTATAGACGTTTAACCCGC DpdpG-up-rev
GF0936 ATCAAAAAAGCCCGTTTGAC DpdpG-do-fdw
GF0937 CGATTATGAAGGAACCATACGA DpdpG-do-rev
GF0938 GCGAGTGCTTCGAACATAAT DpdpF-up-fdw
GF0939 TTAATAAAGACCGCGCTTCC DpdpF-up-rev
GF0940 GTCTGGACGCTGAATGAGAT DpdpF-do-fdw
GF0941 TCGTTTACTCATCTGATTTCCAC DpdpF-do-rev
GF0950 GGCATTGAAGCCGTGGAAGAGAC Dyxd-check-fwd
GF0951 CAGCACTGCATGAGACCGGAGA Dyxd-check_in-rev
GF0952 CAGGTGGATATCATCACCGACATGCTG Dyxd-check_out-rev
GF0953 CGAGCCTTGTGATCATTGCCGT Dbce-check-fwd
GF0954 CCTGGCCCACCTTTGTCTCG Dbce-check_in-rev
GF0955 GGTTATCGGGCGCCAAAACGAT Dbce-check_out-rev
GF0956 GAATTGACGTCATTGCCAGAAACAGCATG Dpsd-check-fwd
GF0957 TGGCTAAGCGGTCGATGAGATAAGT Dpsd-check_in-rev
GF0958 AACATGTGCAAACAGGCCGCC Dpsd-check_out-rev
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S. Supplement

Figure S.1.: Mode of inhibition by cell wall targeting antibiotics. Growth curves of the fastest
growth condition challenged with ampicillin (a), nisin (b) and ramoplanin (c) at t=0. Shaded areas
depict 95% confidence intervals. (n≥3)
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Figure S.2.: Modulation of growth rate by antibiotics is independent of α-MG addition.
Dose-response curves of modulated growth rate by antibiotics at different α-MG concentrations.
Ampicillin (a), bacitracin (b), laspartomycin C (c), nisin (d), ramoplanin (e), tunicamycin (f) and
vancomycin (g). Shaded areas depict 95% confidence intervals. (n≥3)
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S. Supplement

Figure S.3.: Presence of amino acids does not affect the antibiotic-induced Lia response.
Lia response measured 30 min after challenge with either (a) bacitracin, (b) nisin or (c) van-
comycin. (n≥2)

Figure S.4.: A tmrB deletion has only a small effect on growth after tunicamycin challenge
in B. subtilis. Shaded areas depict 95% confidence intervals. (n=3)
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Table S.1.: Unperturbed growth rate and susceptibility (IC50) towards cell envelope tar-
geting antibiotics in dependency of α-MG in MOPS media supplemented with fructose.
Growth rate is given in h-1 and IC50 in µg/ml. IC50 was measured 6 doublings after antibiotic
challenge, except for tunicamycin, which was measured 10 doublings after antibiotic challenge.
Average values and standard deviation are given. (n≥3)

MOPS + fructose
α-MG 3.6% (w/v) 1.8% (w/v) 0.9% (w/v) 0% (w/v)
growth rate 0.69±0.05 0.56±0.02 0.55±0.02 0.54±0.04
ampicillin 0.11±0.02 0.15±0.01 0.12±0.02 0.14±0.02
bacitracin 2.84±0.02 2.86±0.08 2.85±0.12 3.02±0.2
laspartomycin C 7.21±0.38 8.77±0.93 9.24±1.16 9.43±1.09
nisin 32.67±1.13 32.00±0.81 32.89±1.28 32.69±0.93
ramoplanin 0.30±0.04 0.32±0.04 0.28±0.06 0.28±0.09
tunicamycin 1.10±0.07 1.32±0.12 1.48±0.02 2.23±0.25
vancomycin 0.07±0.01 0.08±0.01 0.09±0.02 0.08±0.02
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